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ABSTRACT 
 

It is widely known and understood that the period immediately following the Second 

World War was one of intense and rapid economic expansion.  During this period, 

standards of living rose across the Western world and “middle class” economic status 

became increasingly common.  At the same time, the Cold War took root and national 

cultures became increasingly socially conservative until the 1960s, a decade which 

culminated in the Stonewall Riots of 1969.  The following thesis examines two texts from 

this period – Jean Genet’s Querelle de Brest (1953) and John Rechy’s City of Night 

(1963) – within the underlaying context of the era.  Specifically, this thesis examines the 

ways in which nascent international systems of intergovernmental political and financial 

imbrication are mirrored in nationally-based rhetorics of containment of gay men.  It then 

proceeds to examine the role that capital – and liquid assets such as cash, in particular – 

plays in responding to this containment and in the movement toward a queer ethic of self-

representation. 
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Introduction 

In 1951, Barney Rosset purchased Grove Press for $3,000 (Glass 1).  Discharged 

from the United States Army in 1945, he was studying at The New School under the 

Servicemen’s Readjustment (G.I.) Bill of 1944 (1).  While enrolled, in addition to funds 

paid under the G.I. Bill, he subsided on a stipend paid from a family trust, which as Loren 

Glass notes, led him to feel like a child that “‘has no power in the [determining?] of its 

size, and who has no clear idea of where the money is coming from, how much of it there 

is, and who does not know if this river of gold will continue to flow’” ([quoting Rosset] 

4).  Rosset’s father was a Chicago-based investment banker “specializing in government 

bonds”; Rosset inherited his father’s banking enterprise selling the bonds at a supreme 

loss, “incorporat[ing] the back into [his] publishing company”, Grove Press (5), 

essentially fusing what French economist, Thomas Picketty terms an older form of capital 

– government bonds – with a comparatively newer one – labor-oriented commercial 

enterprise (Picketty 241).  Rosset’s distance from the funds that sustained him, and his 

apprehension toward the institutions that managed those funds are broadly indicative of 

the post-war era.   

First founded in 1947, Rosset’s 1951 acquisition, Grove Press, had its origins as a 

small press in New York City’s Greenwich Village.  After Rosset purchased the press, it 

quickly became one of the leading publishers of American countercultural and European 

(particularly French) modernist and avant-garde literary works.  Many of the texts 

published by Rosset owe their American success to “the postwar mandate for cultural 

exchange elaborated by UNESCO” beginning in 1945 (35).  As an international 

institution, UNESCO hoped to capitalize on the economic expansionism that 
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characterized the middle of the twentieth century and to “harness the energies and 

technologies of the paperback revolution in the service of cultural exchange” (35).  Not 

only did Rosset’s publishing house take advantage of this initiative, but it is famous 

above all for the work that it did in publishing ethnic, social, and sexual minority authors, 

and in so doing, launching a direct challenge against American legal institutions and 

cultural norms, particularly in terms of combatting obscenity laws.  As a publishing 

outfit, global economic phenomena, international institutions, and the rejection of 

prevailing social norms lie at the heart of its work during the immediate post-war period, 

with Rosset explicitly putting forth the argument that his efforts came from a “political, 

and social, point of view” rather than from mere “aesthetics” (3). 

While Grove Press occupies a particular space in literary history, from a critical 

perspective, the relationship between social issues, political economic forces, and literary 

endeavors is in many ways a relatively established course of study.  Literary critics and 

scholars from a multitude of branches of the social sciences have made the case for such 

associations in literature throughout the centuries, and this form of interdisciplinary work 

is, as Jonathan Dollimore argues, a way of “making possible a truly interdisciplinary 

approach to” literary studies (Dollimore 2).  An early modernist and cultural materialist, 

Dollimore has noted, for example, that such endeavors have evolved from “the 

convergence of history, sociology and English in cultural studies” (2) and have, as 

concerns his principle field of study, been “concerned generally with the interaction in 

[the Early Modern] period between State power and cultural forms and, more 

specifically, with those genres and practices where State and culture most visibly merge” 

(3).  He argues that some of the finest works in this vein – notably Stephen Greenblatt’s 
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Renaissance Self-Fashioning, have highlighted “cultural institutions – family, religion, 

and the State” (4) that underscore the manner in which “‘the human subject itself began 

to seem remarkably unfree’” during this period (Dollimore [quoting Greenblatt] 4).  More 

specifically, in his own work, Dollimore has argued, for example, that “in the Vienna of 

Measure for Measure, unrestrained sexuality is ostensibly subverting social order” (72) – 

social order imposed by the state and problematized by the “anxiety on the part of those 

who administered deprivation” (80), creating social unrest due to state political economic 

organization.1   Similarly, French neoclassicist, Jean-Marie Apostolidès, argues that 

Molière’s works must be considered within the framework of a society in progression 

from feudalism to colonialism, of “new activities and attitudes – the loaning of money, 

market practice, religious skepticism, [and] philosophical rationalism” that surpassed 

traditional French, Catholic values predominant before 1600 (Apostolidès 478).   

In his recently acclaimed work, Capital in the Twenty-First Century, Thomas 

Picketty gives an historical overview of the conditions leading to a disturbing 

contemporary rise in income inequality.  Using data from (mostly) European and North 

American nations, as far back as the late eighteenth century, Picketty explains the gradual 

economic shifts that, in their accumulation, have brought us to the current era.  To do so, 

he often invokes literary examples, making a movement somewhat similar to those made 

by Dollimore and Apostolidès, albeit much more heavily technical, reinforced by 

concrete economic data.  Using literary contexts, Picketty explains for example, that 

“when Honoré de Balzac and Jane Austen wrote their novels at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century, the nature of wealth was relatively clear to all readers” (Picketty 113, 

                                                
1 Dollimore writes specifically of social problems which the “deprived” revolted against:  His passage 
makes it clear that such deprivation was of an economic nature and was created by policies created by the 
state (80). 
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emphasis mine).  The relationship of capital to the individual, as depicted in literature of 

the time was, as Picketty argues, “everywhere” and served to underscore the magnitude 

of the social and economic shifts underway (113).  Picketty contends that “no matter how 

large or how small, or who owns it,” such capital was primarily found in the form of 

“land or government bonds,” an association perhaps made too easily within this period 

(113).  Many of the particularly notable periods of economic shift – the Early Modern 

period in Britain and France, and both the Industrial Revolution and post-World War II 

eras in the West more generally – have been accompanied by particular social concerns 

connected to shifts in economic power or structural organization.  Dollimore and 

Apostolidès note that in the 1600s, concerns over state power were exercised 

economically and were thus inscribed into the mercantilist and colonial systems; female 

sexuality, in particular, was often cast as a subversive element to the power structures that 

such systems regulated.  Similarly in the 1800s that Picketty uses as a recurring 

explanatory medium for more concrete economic data, marriage, gender politics, and the 

nature of family wealth and inheritance were of particular concern.   

Following the lead of Grove Press and the work of Thomas Picketty, the 

following thesis will work within a similar vein, taking a comparative look at the effects 

of the economic shift (in broad terms) that followed the Second World War until the end 

of the 1960s, and will cast an eye toward the parallels between nascent international 

systems and domestic social dynamics focusing specifically on the narratives of gay men.  

I will be attempting to make a similar form of movement in the chapters that follow, 

using capital – in the particular form of cash – as a steering force to reflect on 

comparative social and political forces mirroring larger internationalist systems, as well 
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as the moral implications faced by those – again, gay men, specifically – that are 

confronted by this reality.  Like Dollimore’s analysis of social anxiety regarding female 

sexuality in relation to state political economic power, I am also concerned with sexual 

instability, particularly the extent to which a conservative, Western capitalist ethos finds a 

foil in homosexual acts and identity, and the way that homosexual men respond to such 

social stigma and linguistic containment in economic and moral terms in period literature.  

Given the global nature of capital in this period – still focused relatively tightly on either 

side of the Atlantic – and particularly the internationalist publication history of works 

produced at this time that address this problematic, I will be looking at this by focusing 

particularly on the 1953 publication of Jean Genet’s Querelle de Brest and John Rechy’s 

1963 City of Night.  

I choose to pay particular attention to these texts for a small cluster of reasons.  

First, they represent relatively the length of the post-war period, thus giving a relative 

sense of progression within this comparatively short, yet incredibly dynamic period.  

Second, they represent nation states for which some of the most complete economic 

records exist; the evolution for both, in the post-war period and beyond is exceptionally 

well documented.  Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, the artistic projects of Genet 

and Rechy are indelibly linked.  This is not only because their works share certain 

thematic similarities – homosexual sex acts, crime, and a certain philosophical reflexivity 

– a link of which critics have taken note,2 but also because of their unique publishing 

history through Grove Press.  Aside from Barney Rosset, Grove’s owner, Grove editor 

                                                
2 In “Religious Alienation and ‘Homosexual Consciousness’ in City of Night and Go Tell It on the 
Mountain”, James Giles writes, for example, that “in relation to the rest of American homosexual writing, 
Rechy is most comparable to Genet in Europe – the man who has found a kind of sainthood through 
immersion in what ‘normal society’ defines as ‘criminality’” (380). 
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and translator, Richard Seaver, was integral to the publication of both Genet’s and 

Rechy’s works in the United States.  Genet, whose works shocked much of middle-class 

France in the 1940s and 1950s, was personally recommended to Rosset by Seaver (Glass 

18).  Seaver was similarly instrumental in the publication and marketing of John Rechy’s 

City of Night (126).  Seaver, “a young University of North Carolina graduate…[who] 

completed his dissertation, with honors, at the Sorbonne” (18), was a key link in the chain 

of Grove’s counterculturalist and internationalist project.  His “scholarly gravitas and 

intellectual expertise” (19) provided Grove Press with an avenue to link into global 

efforts to capitalize on culture – particularly its subversive elements – such as those 

initiated by UNESCO. 

To best contextualize the forces that made this movement possible, I feel the need 

to briefly return to Picketty, specifically as he writes about the economic forces leading to 

World War II.  Though this thesis is not about economics in a social scientific sense,3 as a 

conceptual matter, it is important to have a firm grasp of the economic factors at play at 

this time in order to fully appreciate the extreme degree of change that Western societies 

underwent following the conclusion of the Second World War.  Returning to the land and 

government bonds that Picketty remarks upon (and that Barney Rosset distinctly moves 

away from in his move into literary publishing), it is worth noting that both are, as assets, 

particularly normative and localized forms of capital, tied to a particular nation-state and 

its constitutive territory.  Both forms of assets work to reinforce not only the success of 

the nation-state by compelling investment within its confines, but also bolster the 

traditional heteropatriarchal family structure by flowing along clean lines of heritability 

                                                
3 For an example of an economics paper about literature, see Bertrand Crettez’s and Régis Deloche’s “On 
experimental economics and the comparison between the last two versions of Molière's Tartuffe”. Journal 
of economic behavior & organization, 87, 66. 03/01/2013 
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and consolidation – in essence, they are relatively stable and reinforce a status quo, both 

are used to economically and socially sustain national governments and to order domestic 

life.  As Picketty notes, “from the perspective of the twenty-first century, these types of 

assets may seem old-fashioned,” particularly to the extent that they are distinct from 

other, more recent iterations of capital that Picketty calls “more ‘dynamic’” (113), such 

as mechanized manufacturing and market investments and other financial instruments.  

While Picketty goes on to argue that the commodity trade that characters in the novels of 

Balzac and Austen engage in are ultimately lived in the backward and forward motion 

between “quiet capital” and “risky investments” (115), he acknowledges that all capital 

flows are “risk-oriented and entrepreneurial, at least at [their] inception, yet [they] always 

tend to transform [themselves] into rents as [they] accumulate in large enough amounts” 

(115-116).  He illustrates this point by arguing that de Balzac’s Père Goriot began his 

economic rise as a “noodle maker” before taking advantage of the conditions during the 

revolutionary and Napoleonic eras to make “his fortune as a pasta maker,” developing a 

keen “eye for the best flour and a knack for perfecting pasta production technologies,” 

profiting greatly and then selling his stake, “investing the proceeds in safer assets: 

government bonds that paid interest indefinitely” (114-115, emphasis mine).  Similarly, 

he notes that the acquisition of property in the West Indies was “not a tranquil matter” for 

Jane Austen’s Sir Thomas and that he could not just “collect…rent on land or interest on 

government debt” but needed to “travel out to the West Indies” often in order to properly 

manage his affairs (115).  The “rents” and “interest” to which Picketty refers are, of 

course, a proxy for a form of economic and social stability, a movement toward which, 
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despite their differences, both Genet’s Querelle and Rechy’s narrator work against, in 

some sense, monetarily and sexually. 

 To be somewhat more specific: The period from which Picketty chooses literary 

exemplars was, as his accompanying graphic representations demonstrate, relatively 

stable, at least in terms of overall capital holdings.  The approximate value of net foreign 

capital, housing income, agricultural income, and other domestic capital amounted to 

roughly 700% of national capital in France and 680% in Great Britain, before dropping 

off markedly with the advent of the First World War (Picketty 116-117).  This is 

unsurprising due to the fact that in both world wars, “capital, private property, and the 

global distribution of wealth were key issues” in the run up to conflict (118).  As Picketty 

notes, this trend reversed itself following the Second World War, as the capital/income 

ratio “more than doubled in the period 1945-2012” (118).  In contrast to the nineteenth 

century, by 1950, agricultural land accounted for less than half of French national capital 

(117) and less than a quarter in the United States (151).4  All of this goes to say that in the 

twentieth century, capital took forms that were progressively less rooted in the local and 

the familial, and “agricultural land has gradually been replaced by [non-residential] 

buildings, business capital, and financial capital invested in firms and government 

organizations” (118).  In essence, as the nature of capital has evolved, ownership, 

management, and strategies of accumulation of capital have become increasingly less 

obvious and further in need of organizational oversight.  The increasingly complex nature 

of its structure and organization has led to a relatively opaque web of intergovernmental 

organizations designed to manage and sustain this system.  Picketty argues that the path 

                                                
4 In 1800 in France, this constituted more than 700% of national capital, and more than 300% in the United 
States (Picketty 151).   
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to this organization can most obviously be seen in the French case, and that the United 

States, given its relatively different history, serves as an interesting comparison. 

Said government organizations are by their nature, predominantly international.  

Although Picketty’s analysis demonstrates a marked reduction in foreign asset holdings 

on both sides of the Atlantic, the creation of international institutions, beginning in 1944, 

underscores the shift in asset forms that are demonstrably evident in Picketty’s graphs.  In 

response to the rapid social, economic, and cultural shifts following the Second World 

War, the world – and the West in particular – founded and developed international 

institutions that acknowledged the interconnectedness of global capital.  As the war drew 

to a close, these institutions began preparing for what lay ahead.  The global institutions 

that were created during this period were first concerned with regulating the international 

monetary system, particularly in regards to European (and to a lesser extent, Asian) post-

war reconstruction, but also international governance and human rights.  The 

International Monetary Fund, the World Bank Group, the United Nations – all of these 

groups came to play some role in the delineation of global axes of power along economic 

and social lines.  In the period 1945-1973 (intensifying particularly after 1950), which not 

coincidentally corresponds to the foundation or expansion of many of these institutions, 

the value of Western national capital not only caught up to 80% of its pre-World War II 

level, but quickly expanded beyond most reasonable predictions according to traditional 

economic models (Picketty 147). This growth occurred in a number of countries, but was 

most pronounced in the United States, the United Kingdom, the Benelux countries, 

France, West Germany, and Italy (Picketty 146).  Due to liberal economic policies, these 

nations reached a level of previously unknown prosperity, transitioning from primarily 
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agricultural and low-skill manufacturing industries to high-skill manufacturing and (more 

importantly) service-based economies.   

As capital became increasingly less rooted in government holdings and family 

estates, the social organization of capital increasingly favored urban Western localities.  

This concentration of capital and population fostered a greater independence and social 

movement of peoples previously limited by circumstance and convention.  In particular, 

despite intense attendant social stigma, this shift led to the  (re-)foundation of 

homosexual communities in major national and regional financial capitals such as 

London, Paris, New York, and San Francisco (Escoffier 124).  Referring back to 

Picketty’s world of Austen and de Balzac, if authors then were concerned with rents and 

bonds, as global trends might indicate, the world of Genet and Rechy was concerned with 

cash – how to find it, how to manage it, its associations, its risks, its benefits, where to 

store it, and most importantly – its ever-expanding multitude of uses. 

This growth in the cash-based economy permitted a certain level of 

internationalization and commodification of the cultural not possible under the economic 

patrimony of the pre- and inter-war periods.  While organizations and institutions such as 

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) roundtables helped expand the 

global commodity trade, other international groups with less immediately profitable 

missions, such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) played a role in this expansion, working to preserve and promote global 

culture, as can be seen from Grove Press’ extensively internationalist publication history 

and large number of foreign publishing agreements, like that with Gallimard (Glass 21).  

While this increasing international imbrication had certain economic and political 
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benefits, it also precipitated notable ideological clashes between state powers and 

international ideological camps, most importantly, in the communist/capitalist, East/West 

split.  Following the Bretton Woods Accords in 1944, forty-three of the forty-four nations 

in attendance – all save the Soviet Union – signed the agreements, tying their currencies 

to the U.S. dollar, and agreeing that the U.S. dollar would be denominated in gold 

(International Monetary Fund).  Ultimately, disagreement between the Western powers 

and the Soviet Union over economic and political ideology led to the rise of the Cold 

War, to indirect state confrontation, and most notably, to efforts at leveraging these 

nascent institutions as part of larger strategies of containment.  In the United States, this 

ideological conflict gave rise to McCarthyism, and a more general prosecution of 

communists and homosexuals as factions identifiable as contrary to the relatively more 

conservative (and some might say socially homogenous) post-war social order.5  As such, 

those that ascribed to subversive ideas, acts, or identities, such as communists and 

homosexuals were otherized, stigmatized, and subsequently linguistically, legally, and 

economically excluded or contained.  

Thus, though certain theorists, such as Arjun Appadurai might argue otherwise,6 

there are a number of factors that indicate that such international liberal and political 

institutions created networks that roughly standardized life within and across 

international borders, insofar as they promoted liberal trade policies and the increasingly 

free movement of capital.  The rise of such networks coincided with the generalized 

diffusion of Fordist economic principles (Drucker 162-164), and ultimately led to an 

                                                
5 For more on McCarthy’s Congressional hearings and international impact, see: History of the Bureau of 
Diplomatic Security of the United States Department of State, Chapter 4: “McCarthyism and Cold War”. 
http://www.state.gov/m/ds/rls/rpt/c47602.htm 
6 For more, see: Appadurai, Arjun. Modernity at Large, Chapter 2: “Disjuncture and Difference in the 
Global Cultural Economy” (p. 27-47).	
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increasingly wide dissemination of these principles across economic sectors.  These 

principles based in the standardization of industrial production practices can be seen as 

taking root outside their origins in industrial plants and factors, shifting into other realms 

of employment, and into a wider cultural sphere.  While the attendant welfare state and 

rise in wages aided the increase in commodity purchases in the West, particularly of 

technological and manufactured goods such as televisions and automobiles,7 the rapid 

expansion of capital also created a diffusion of consumption practices and social 

expectations that roughly cemented social differentiation along class lines, and 

homogenized social mores, aspirations, and linguistic codes across those same axes.  

International neoliberal institutions assured that such diffusion was possible.  More to the 

point, such alignment according to economic status, liberal alliances, and institutional 

linkages, created or consolidated strategies of (minority) containment that played out in 

national terms, as can be seen from the effects of the guest worker program and the 

development of the banlieues in France, and with the expansion and legal defense of Jim 

Crow laws across the Southern United States.  As I will demonstrate with Genet and 

Rechy, this is also true of “invisible” minorities, such as those that participate in 

homosexual acts. 

In Insult and the Making of the Gay Self, Didier Eribon posits that in many sectors 

of the workforce (not merely the lower echelons, but also the “more advanced sectors”), 

there is a conservatism that implicitly mandates that workers “lead a double life, often 

                                                
7 Examples, of the social impact of this movement include the increase in sales of manufactured goods, 
particularly home television units, which occurred in the same period of time in which a marked reduction 
in British regional dialectical differences has been noted in linguistic studies, indicating the role that the 
expansion of mass communications played in reducing dialectic differences amongst disparate regions 
(Cambridge).  Similar effects have been observed regarding the decline in use of regional languages, 
creoles, and patois, in Britain, France, and Italy (Hornsby and Agarin 100; Istat). 
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conducting their ‘sex life’ in the big city nearest to their workplace” (Eribon 47).  From 

Eribon’s vantage point, writing in the late 1990s, the bifurcation of homosexuality and 

the workforce has been not only crystalized, but so crystalized so as to be easily 

identifiable – no longer is it merely an implicit factor in the social organization of the 

workforce, but more globally, recent social progress that accompanied the diffusion of 

global capital has exposed it as explicitly identifiable in a multitude of cultural contexts.  

Such an organization, in which the workforce is homogenized into a world of “white, 

Christian men of the Western world” (46) ultimately “decreases the likelihood of any 

satisfactory intimate relationship,” for the sexually non-normative, and “makes any such 

relationship difficult to manage; it limits people…to a dissociated and unhappy 

existence” (47). 

 Eribon is of course writing from a vantage point of increased social possibility 

and decreased stigmatization of non-normative sexualities in which not only can one 

“identify” as homosexual or bisexual or transgender, but also that such an identity might 

find greater external societal validation.  Though it might seem evident, it is worth noting 

that in the middle of the twentieth century, when the Fordist economic forces that shaped 

this identifiable homogenization quickly surpassed their industrial origins, such an 

identification was neither fully possible, nor particularly desirable.  In the United States, 

homosexuality was both criminalized as an act and stigmatized as a classifiable mental 

disorder.8  In much of the rest of the Western world, and in France in particular, while 

homosexuality may not have been explicitly criminal, it was heavily stigmatized, and also 

                                                
8 The first state to decriminalize homosexuality in the United States was Illinois in 1961 (Cantor 13).  This 
began a process which did not end until the 2003 Supreme Court decision in Lawrence v. Texas in which 
the Court ruled that the Constitution guaranteed a fundamental right to privacy in regards to sexual 
relations (125).  The American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual did not drop 
homosexuality as a mental disorder until 1973 (36). 
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ran contrary to a centralized, anti-hyphenated, national unitarian state culture.9  The 

ability, as Eribon notes, to “come out” or to publically identify as homosexual, was thus 

negligible in practical terms, and so was confined to the realm of secrets, repressed and 

condensed into a series of acts or urges distinct from one’s “identity.” 

 The risks of violating such publicly normative constrictions could be severe, and 

aside from medical institutionalization or criminal prosecution, the stigmatization that 

flowed from the consolidation of a conservative public morality fostered a lexicon of 

pejorative terms used to identify, contain, and menace the non-normative.10 As Eribon 

notes, while such linguistic ascriptions may always already loom on the horizon, to 

publicly violate normative morality is to acknowledge that the “insult will no longer just 

be something on the horizon, an ever-present potential menace; it will be a daily hell,” as 

not only do such insults resulting from social stigmatization inflict peremptory affective 

damage, but also because “insult and personal identity are intimately related” (48).  Thus 

such ascriptions ultimately dictate not only affective conditions in the short term, but also 

longer-term relations to larger systems of social organization, cohesion, and participation 

(48).   

                                                
9 Although homosexuality was decriminalized in the early 19th century, with the enactment of the 
Napoleonic code, it was recriminalized in the Nazi occupied zone of France during the Second World War 
(Jackson 37).  This legal status took hold across France (albeit in modified form) after the war ended and 
the Vichy regime was disbanded (40).  Though homosexuality was not entirely illegal under the Vichy 
regime, there was a concerted effort to legally stigmatize same-sex sexual activity through less direct 
means (e.g., age of consent laws) (38-39).  
10 According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the term “faggot”, for example, began to be used to describe 
male homosexuals in 1914 and has continued to serve in this function through at least 1970, the last year 
for which an entry is listed.  This term, along with “fag”, “queer”, “fairy”, etc., is used frequently within 
Rechy’s City of Night to describe those that experience same-sex physical attraction or romantic 
inclinations.  Similarly, although less detailed than the OED, the Dictionnaire de l’Académie française 
notes that the term “pédéraste” entered the French lexicon in the 16th century to denote a “Homme attiré par 
les jeunes garçons”, but has been shortened to “pédé” to denote any same-sex attracted man, “par une 
extension abusive”.  “Pédéraste”, “pédé”, and “tantouze”, amongst other terms, are used to implicate as 
homosexual a number of individuals in Genet’s Querelle de Brest. 
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   The alienation that arises from the construction and operation of such pejorative 

lexicons results not only in explicit exclusion, but more broadly in a form of structural 

disempowerment.  “The real problem,” Eribon writes, “is not so much being homosexual, 

but saying that one is,” as such a proclamation would indicate that “if the possibility of 

saying so” were somehow explicitly sanctioned, then “all the vulnerability and 

inferiority” attached to being gay or lesbian, all the “means of control wielded against 

them, would be invalidated” (Eribon 51).  This would, then, in some sense, destabilize 

the balance of socially normative morality, according legitimacy and power to those that 

society views as existentially threatening a collective way of life.  Mirroring the functions 

of international institutions at this time, the use of language consequently works to 

contain and constrain identity, working as a means of enforcing particular ideological or 

moral perspectives and preventing the practice of moral critique that arises when the 

order of social hegemony begins to fray or become otherwise oppressive.  To the extent 

that declaring a non-normative sexuality exposes “all the vulnerability and inferiority” 

attached to that identity, it also delineates people that are socially both “vulnerable” and 

“inferior” in contrast to a greater public, and works to constrain such people vis-à-vis a 

linguistic hierarchy of value, consolidating social hegemony outside of the contained 

individual.  Consequently, it should not be surprising that there existed, in the middle of 

the twentieth century, a persistent attempt to delineate homosexual as an identity from 

homosexual as an appellation for a set of acts.  As Eribon notes, both international 

institutions such as the Catholic Church, as well as domestic ones, such as the United 

States military have done so during this period (50-51). Thus, while such linguistic 

ascription works as an organizing factor for the declaration of such sexualities, in the mid 
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twentieth-century, such language worked more broadly on some level to organize and 

regulate social and economic participation (Schefter 1). 

The creeping preoccupation with cash as an asset form is at the heart of the post-

war period, and that such a concern occurs within queer novels from this period is thus 

not surprising.  While money as fiat currency has always been a means of exchange, in 

the post-war period, cash becomes almost a metaphor for shifting norms.  The fluidity 

with which cash can be obtained and exchanged means that it is both easier to access and 

to dispose of as a form of capital.  With the shift toward an increasingly cash-based (and 

cash-managed) economy, a greater range of people became better able to participate in 

the economic structure in new ways, and the easy transaction of capital became symbolic 

of a social opening of an otherwise conservative social order.  In both Rechy and Genet’s 

texts, the principal characters are preoccupied with liquid assets: cash and other 

commodities easily denominated in cash value (i.e., jewelry), and obtain them through a 

manipulation of this social order, working within a stigmatized context.  The structures 

deployed to manage cash were both representative of and part and parcel of a larger 

strategy of containment, which worked to varying success, but to which both Querelle 

and Rechy’s narrator were to some extent subject.  Consumerism and career choice 

become facets of identity – means of personal and moral expression, means of 

demonstrating individual meaning-making, and means of crafting identity.  The 

economically criminal enterprises that Querelle and Rechy’s narrator engage in are 

indicative of this fusion, and reveal a malleability of asset forms that permit a push 

against and in relation to the system that created and managed it.  Both novels ultimately 

make a movement toward moral critique through subversive sexuality and economically 
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criminal behavior in fusing morally problematic behavior with economic choices.  

Particularly as concerns the questions of identity, self-identification, and social 

reactionism, both works are notable in regards to the extent in which the economic works 

to subtly convey an incipient moral element.  

More concretely, Jeffrey Escoffier argues that it is because of this otherization 

that the community of the “homosexually inclined” sought a kind of refuge in “bars, 

baths, [and] adult bookstores” (Escoffier 123), which serve as the backdrop for the events 

of both texts.  More broadly, in response to social stigma, gays and lesbians renounced 

what Lynn Osborne notes is what belongs to “them” (e.g., heterosexuals), creating their 

own economic spheres because they could not otherwise gain full access to common 

spaces (Osborne 74).11  Osborne’s proposition is notable in light of Escoffier’s writings 

on the historical creation of the “Closet Economy”, in which he argues that such behavior 

patterns remained pervasive throughout much of the twentieth century.  Writing 

specifically about the immediate post-war years, Escoffier argues that the queer 

population and economic history (what he calls the “homo/economy”) are indelibly 

linked, as due to the legal status of homosexuality and homosexual acts, it was 

“impossible for the shared activities of communal life to take place without using 

economic resources and without community members engaging in economic decision 

making” (Escoffier 124).   

Despite – or perhaps because of – this stigmatized social positionality, mid-

century gays and lesbians were particularly sensitive to larger economic trends, such as 

the globalization of capital and the creation of supranational institutions to manage it.  

                                                
11More specifically, Osborne notes that “the deviant is not an actor who freely chooses to be what he is 
because he doesn't want what we have, but he is a reactor who responds with "sour grapes" resentment 
because he can't get what we have.” 
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The stigma that underlays this sensitivity was “so severe that millions of homosexual 

men and women feared even to engage in sexual relations” with members of the same sex 

(125).  For Escoffier, the economic plane was where gays and lesbians navigated the 

“management of information” necessitated by the invisible stigma of same-sex attraction 

(Escoffier [quoting Goffman] 125).  As he notes, however, such “invisibility” for gays 

and lesbians was only true to a point, only applying to those who were able to adhere to 

normative standards: 

drag queens and butch lesbians formed a vanguard (as open homosexuals and as 

targeted victims) that mapped the outer perimeter of tolerance by which society 

was able to contain homosexuality.  During the late 1940s and through at least the 

1950s, the closet was constructed for most homosexuals by the dialectic between 

the management of information and the threat of violence posed by visibility 

(125, [super] emphasis mine). 

This dialectic is rooted in the address that Judith Butler, reflecting on Emmanuel Lévinas 

and Theodor Adorno, posits constitutes all of us, and it is within the space of this 

dialectic that economically criminal activities become agents of moral critique on matters 

of sexual mores and individual identity.  As novels such as Jean Genet’s Querelle de 

Brest demonstrate, in the post-war period, the pursuit of an “authentic” or truly-lived 

existence, in which those that find themselves contrary to prevailing social norms attempt 

to assert, as Richard Cornwall writes, a queer “social articulation of desire” (Cornwall 

90), was particularly complex, often found license in criminal economic enterprises, and 

ultimately precipitated moral, economic, and political crises.  In this vein, chapter one of 

the following thesis will look at the role that pejorative use plays in recreating larger 
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systems of containment on a domestic level, and looking to Genet’s Querelle de Brest, 

will look at how such structures of containment are subverted in the early post-war years.  

Chapter two will present a pivot to a moral perspective, using John Rechy’s City of Night 

as a vehicle to examine the way in which economic subversion is used as an queer 

identity-making tool in the later post-war period. 
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The Language of Confinement: Pejorative Terms, Illicit Sex, 

and Violent Crime in Jean Genet’s Querelle de Brest 

Literature and entertainment have covered the idea of being “in the closet” or 

otherwise obfuscating an LGBT identity to the extent that it has become an easily 

identifiable cliché.  Popularized in various Western media forms across in the latter part 

of the 20th century, “coming out” has become central to how most modern audiences have 

come to understand the identity of sexual minorities – and certainly those of gay men.  

Since the birth of queer studies – proprement dit – in the early 1990s, there have been 

periodic and fervent questions raised about the conceptualization of various forms queer 

identity and sociality within various theoretical or critical disciplines – while many agree 

that “coming out” or at least accepting a “gay” identity is part of the experience of falling 

under a greater queer umbrella, there seems to be little consensus as to precisely how this 

identity impacts individuals within society across space and time (other than that it is 

perhaps challenging).  As Judith Butler, Nancy Fraser, and Kevin Floyd have all pointed 

out in some manner or another, this is particularly true of Marxist criticism, which as 

Butler has most famously argued, has traditionally resigned sexuality to the realm of the 

“‘merely’ cultural” (Merely Cultural 265).  In the middle of the twentieth-century, 

however, the specter of such an identity – “claimed” or not – had significant 

repercussions on the lives of those that either experienced same-sex attraction or 

participated in same-sex sexual activities.  As Richard Cornwall and Jeffrey Escoffier 

point out in essays in Homo Economics, much of these attractions and activities were 

necessarily lived through the economic sphere, a particularly acute reality for men.  On 

balance, if there is one consensus regarding the relationship of gay men to pecuniary 
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interests in the post-war period, it is that such perspectives were not uniquely confined to 

the physical or cultural territories of national boundaries, but rather, tended to be globalist 

in their subject matter.   

As one of the most widely renowned and translated authors of the twentieth 

century, Jean Genet has singularly succeeded in capturing the attention of critics for what 

many see as broaching queer identity in the post-war period (even though as many point 

out, he does not unequivocally endorse it).  In the United States, his works – translated 

into English principally by Anselm Hallo – were published by Grove Press as part of a 

concerted effort to push the limits of government censorship (Glass 124-125), and only in 

so doing had the ancillary effect of exposing realities socially and economically 

“contained” by the morally conservative post-war turn.  As Glass argues, Genet – along 

with D.H. Lawrence, Henry Miller, William Burroughs, John Rechy, and others – was 

part of “a ‘compulsory homosociality’…[that] resolutely permitted, indeed required 

acceptance of homosexuality” (125), by both combatting censorship and “realign[ing] US 

masculinity” (126).  Despite the overt homosexual content (and context) of Genet’s 

works, some critics, such as Hector Kollias and Owen Heathcote, have drawn on 

Bersani’s argument that Genet is perhaps one of the “least gay-affirmative” queer authors 

(Kollias [quoting Bersani] 480), going so far as to assert that despite how it may 

otherwise look, Genet actually attempts to “bypass identity and identity politics” in 

Querelle de Brest, or at the very least that a homosexual identity is unable to be applied 

to any of the novel’s characters (Heathcote 47).  However, the very existence of 

continued and repeated railing against the possession of a minoritized identity greatly 

undermines this proposition.  While Genet has rightfully been attributed a fetishization of 
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masculinity – which is unarguably on display in his penultimate novel, Querelle de Brest 

– rather than abdicating them, such repeated denials of sexual identity indicate persistent 

post-war political concerns about the non-normative, and more broadly, about the 

potential of subversive elements to infiltrate and destroy a tenuously re-established social 

fabric, dependent on rapid and persistent economic expansion. 

As Cornwall points out in reference to “Commie panic” in the United States, there 

was a pervasive Western cultural trend dictating first an “illusory correlation…[of] 

homosexuality to sex crimes and…second[ly]…tying homosexuality to a threat to 

national security” (Cornwall 100).  As part of a litany of non-normative attributes, 

homosexuality was stigmatized legally and culturally, in both formal and informal 

spheres.  By the early 1950s, “panics transformed homosexuality from an exotic, possibly 

deplorable – or intriguing – attribute (prior to the 1930s) into the worst, most ‘salient’ 

human characteristic, bar none” (Cornwall 100).  In the cultural sphere, the fear of being 

thought a homosexual was so great that “there is a risk it will plunge that life into an 

unimaginable and even unbearable future” (Eribon 47).  Thus, the mere threat of the 

ascription of the label “homosexual” (not to mention “faggot”, “fairy”, and the like) 

served as a form of social containment, restricting outward expression of both sexuality 

and affect and carrying significant ancillary consequences.  On a domestic level, this 

containment mirrored larger trends that sought to restrict the expansion of “subversive” 

ideologies through a system of global institutions that offered incentives (common 

security pacts, free trade or reduced tariff treaties, etc.) to cajole nations into abiding by a 

common set of rules or alternatively, impeded their capacity to subvert those rules 

through strategies of containment (in the West, this idea principally concerned 
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communism and Soviet expansion more specifically).  As a non-normative attribute in an 

era immediately following a series of extraordinarily non-normative events, 

homosexuality became a persistent target in the effort to reclaim a mythically 

conservative pre-war “normalcy”.   

Being linked with threats to national security in this way led to an increasing                

(re-)ascription of criminal status to homosexuality: Not only were such sexual practices 

largely considered non-normative (at best) or immoral (at worst), as the controversy and 

criticisms surrounding the publications of Genet’s works and their subsequent 

translations demonstrate, but they also undermined the very foundations of a consensus-

oriented post-war social order.  Differences then came to represent existential threats, 

indicating possibilities for instability, conflict, and even war, and institutions 

consequently sprang up – formally, in the case of the United Nations, and informally in 

speech and popular culture – to contain them.  In Genet’s Querelle, for instance, state 

institutions – notably the police – immediately pounce on a perceived slight to this social 

order.  When the crime that inaugurates the novel’s principal narrative is discovered, the 

police deduce that the body of the murdered sailor found in the abandoned penal colony 

must be connected to “perversion sexuelle” as opposed to the more standard motives of 

“intérêt d’argent ou drame passionnel” (Genet 80); it must be derived from an act or urge 

that constitutes not just a moral failing, but that undermines public order.12  In Querelle, 

set in the port city of Brest and against the backdrop of sea and sailors, the link between 

homosexuality and national security thus becomes tangibly real in its direct impacts upon 

agents of state authority. 

                                                
12 Hallo translates this as “robbery or jealousy” (78), but it could arguably be interpreted in the 
contemporary lexicon less deterministically as “robbery or crime of passion”. 
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In this vein, it is with much fanfare and perhaps no small intention that Genet’s 

narrator highlights the dangers associated with the sea in his opening assertion that 

“l’idée de meurtre évoque souvent l’idée de mer, de marins”13 and that “les ports” – 

gateways to the outside world – such as Brest “sont le théâtre répété de crimes” (Genet 

11, emphasis mine).14  In his biography of Jean Genet, Edmund White writes that Genet 

once escaped from institutional confinement as a teen, later revealing his love of ports in 

Our Lady of the Flowers, writing that “‘even if you don’t have it in mind to leave after 

such an event, you always head for a port.  Ports are at the end of the world” (White 

[quoting Genet] 53).  Art historian John Mack writes that owing to this “end of the 

world” status, the sea has been historically regarded as mysterious, dangerous, or 

unknowable – sometimes even menacing – in Western culture, and that it is above all “a 

space not a place…it consumes and secretes those who come to grief on its surface and 

the vessels in which they have sailed”; its artistic representations have depicted this 

across both place and time (Mack 16-17).  Nonetheless, Mack argues that the sea is also 

inevitably a space of expansion, knowledge, sustenance, and even profit, and thus 

occupies a complex and sometimes ambiguous place in culture and geopolitics alike (14-

19).  In all cases, however, he argues that “the seas are portrayed either as the backdrop to 

the stage on which the real action is seen to take place – that is, the land – or they are 

portrayed simply as the means of connection between activities taking place at coasts and 

in their interiors” (19).  Situated along national frontiers and international borders, 

seaports have always occupied a special place in the national imagination, representing 

simultaneously a zone of collective opportunity and vulnerability.  Consequently, it is 

                                                
13 “the notion of murder often brings to mind the notion of sea and sailors” (Anselm Hallo translation 1) 
14 “seaports… are the scene of frequent crimes” (Ibid 1)	
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unsurprising that they did not wholly escape the post-war ideological conflict (the 

“Commie panic”), but instead became some of the earliest indicators of conflicts to come 

on land and in space, domestically and internationally. 

In terms of the relationship between homosexuality and national security, it is 

thus notable that the association between sailors and homosexuality is by no means 

“new”.  Stereotypes about being “gay underway” have existed for some time (Jackson 

47), and it is not an accident that cities with large naval presences like New York, San 

Francisco, and Marseilles, have been historically known for having prominent LGBT 

communities (particularly in the United States, where discharged soldiers often 

congregated in discharge cities, such as New York and San Francisco) (Escoffier 130).  

Taking place outside of public view, such sexual activity borders on according legitimacy 

to public fears of the unknown.  During the Cold War, paranoia regarding the unknown 

was perhaps best personified by then-Representative Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin, the 

leader of the U.S. House Un-American Activities Committee, which launched a full-scale 

inquiry into collusion between the socially elite and decadent – against Hollywood 

celebrities, intellectuals, and homosexuals.  In France, such fears were focused primarily 

on the colonies where communist-backed resistance movements gained steam away from 

the immediate purview of central metropolitan authorities.15  In both cases, subversive 

ideologies were seen as posing an existential threat to the survival of the state, and more 

generally to the ensuing (if tenuous) post-war international peace.  In the United States in 

                                                
15 More specifically, Keese writes that in the late 1940s, “Communist militants suddenly became extremely 
visible to the public” in mainland France, as many “protested against France’s involvement in the U.S.-
sponsored Marshall Plan and the attempts of the French government and its allies to create an effective 
defense organization in the western hemisphere.”  While there was a mainland fear of a communist 
revolution, this was “even more so for the French colonies” in which the French authorities’ enforcement 
capabilities were comparably limited in power following the War and in which rebels such as “the 
Vietminh, enjoyed military help from the Soviet Bloc" (132).  
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particular, such panic was connected to a general fear of the degradation of public 

morality, which ultimately begs the question: If the homosexuals are able to congregate 

and plot to undermine public morality within the very confines of the national security 

apparatus, what keeps the communists from congregating and plotting to undermine 

national security and thus the delicate post-war global order?  And if the communists are 

able to plot to undermine (inter)national security, by what means can they be reasonably 

prevented from succeeding?  In an international system dedicated to safeguarding not 

only physical, bodily integrity, but economic expansion, the means became, in a word, 

monetary. 

And it is in this sense that Genet’s own origins are notable: Convicted of 

vagabondage as a minor, Genet was ultimately sent to the infamous Petite-Roquette 

Prison in Paris, built in the image of English philosopher Jeremy Bentham as a 

“panopticon”, in which each cell faced a central command, leaving each prisoner in 

isolation from his peers (White 55).  He was shortly transferred to the Mettray Penal 

Colony, notably constructed in the form of a ship, where he was conscripted into forced 

labor before ultimately joining the French army to escape (Ripley 406).  Resultant from 

this experience of state confinement, Genet’s preoccupation with power and deviance, as 

seen in works such as Querelle, come into greater focus.  This is especially so as it was 

here that Genet came of age sexually, and would serve as the beginning of the period in 

which he began to associate same-sex activity with theft and monetary gain.16  

                                                
16 In an interview with Hubert Fichte, Jean Genet reports his experiences regarding homosexual sexual 
relations and criminal profiteering.  Answering specifically as to his experience with homosexuality and 
older men, Genet responds that for him it is the natural course of things, that it “has happened to me quite 
often,” he says (L’ennemi 124), expounding upon this by saying  “I have done it obviously.  I have done 
it…in Spain and in France… it was about taking their money, either by beating them up or making them 
cum; the goal is the cash” (126, translation mine). 
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Ultimately, it is fair to say that Genet, as a man that engaged in same-sex sexual activity 

in post-war Europe, was himself literally contained in the interest of “national security” 

and public morality; his interest in the matter was thus neither especially obscure nor 

particularly shocking.  Nonetheless, in a world of increasing political imbrication and 

interdependence, a demonstration of containment on “the stage on which the real action” 

takes place (Mack 19), is notable to the degree that it is concentrated explicitly on the 

sexual, as well as the relationship of the sexual to the economic. 

With this history of discipline, punishment, and confinement in mind, the repeated 

attempts within Genet’s Querelle de Brest to shirk the label of homosexual and the means 

by which they do so are notable.  As Didier Eribon notes, implications of same-sex 

sexual activity could be particularly acute in the public sphere, as participants risked 

criminal prosecution, public humiliation, and loss of social status (Eribon 46-48).  

Though most of the male characters in Genet’s text either engage in homosexual sex or 

place themselves within dynamics that are highly homoeroticized, none of them fosters a 

self-conception as homosexual, as such (except for Lieutenant Seblon, who, curiously, 

does not engage in any sexual activity at all – nor, however, does he proclaim his 

homosexuality any more “publicly” than does anyone else).  Rather, to the contrary, all of 

them outwardly denigrates those that would conceivably do so.  Though the narrator 

provides inklings that Querelle is coming to such an understanding despite outward 

assertions of normative sexual longing, the same level of interior access is not provided 

as it is with Lieutenant Seblon, whose diary passages are printed at length and thus 

locating alternate means of exploring this question are imperative.  While critics such as 

Heathcote give a great deal of weight to the narrator’s statement that neither “Mario, ni 
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aucun des héros de ce livre (sauf le lieutenant Seblon, (mais Seblon n’est pas dans le 

livre) n’est pédéraste” (Heathcote [quoting Genet] 46), they conveniently cast aside or 

discount the multitude of assertions of attraction, desire, or intimacy present in the text 

(in discounting them, Heathcote in fact goes on to detail these at length).  In any case, the 

few thoughts to which the reader does have access, such as Querelle’s reflection of 

himself in relation to the term “faggot”, point to a rather more complicated internal 

dialogue.   

Whatever his intentions, in juxtaposing the act to the identity, Genet explicitly 

enters a political and identitarian debate and in so doing, as Robert J. Corber notes more 

generally of queer writers at this time, “supplant[s] left-wing intellectuals because [his] 

explicit treatment of gay male themes shocked middle-class heterosexual readers” 

(Corber 1-2) both in France and the United States.  Genet’s juxtaposition does not merely 

shock, but indicates that such acts and that such an identity can be found as an identity, 

albeit furtively, thus hinting at an early problematic with the consensus-based post-war 

social order.  Corber identifies the power of queer writers like Genet to do such work as 

owing to the fact that “left-wing intellectuals had abdicated their political 

responsibilities” (1) to push against an increasingly conservative form of globalism and, 

more broadly, it could be argued, neglected a deeper analysis of the manner in which 

capital operated in structuring the lives of the non-normative, including the relationship 

of capital to social categorization.  This supplanting, however awkward, directly served 

to underscore the extent to which pervasive and negative connections between 

homosexuality and national security and attempts on the domestic level to perpetuate 

systems of containment assured both the integrity of the state as well as the international 
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institutions that supported it.  

Ultimately, I disagree with Heathcote’s implication that it is too facile to view 

such interactions in part or in whole “through the macho male’s reluctance to assume the 

stigma attached to a gay identity” (Heathcote 46).  I do not wholly agree that Genet’s text 

portrays a world in which the men “actually bypass identity and identity politics in favor 

of an expanding celebration of ‘[la] masse énorme de virilité’” (47, emphasis mine).  

Broadly, this is because to do so is to largely ignore the historical context of Querelle in 

contemporaneous terms of containment of the subversive; one need only look to the 

Eastern bloc to see examples of this form of global abjection and limitation.  Mirroring 

Western concerns regarding the nefarious subversive potential of homosexuals, Genet’s 

text does not create but rather revives the idea of the criminal-homosexual.  In doing so, 

it exposes the reader to a persistent dialogue that denigrates and marks as “different” 

those that partake in non-normative sexual activity.  Throughout Querelle, this dialogue 

constitutes, as Eribon notes, a “language that hems them in” (Eribon 56, emphasis mine), 

providing a space for the development of a “linguistic communit[y] for [their] abilities to 

perceive, categorize, and articulate” the sexual act within a delineated economic space, 

underscoring fears and desires connected to social norms and organization (Cornwall 90).  

 While this is of course seen directly through “identity”-specific language, it is 

also evident in general attitudes toward the non-normative.  As an example, the narrator 

tells us, a brothel in the port city of Brest is famous amongst the sailors in the French 

merchant marines for the game that each man must play in order to patron the 

proprietor’s wife; an unidentified sailor derides another for being desperate, reporting that 
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“Lui, pour se farcir une gonzesse il irait bien jusqu’à jouer avec Nono” (Genet 13).17  

Another sailor responds that, in fact, “Çui-là c’est pour perdre qu’il irait à ‘La Féria’” 

(Genet 13).18  The easily discernable lesson here being that such a man is an aberration 

and that the language used and the tone in which such discourse is dispelled, in which 

“entre eux, les marins n’ont parlé de ce bordel que par boutades,” speaking about it 

“comme ils parlent des canards de Cholon, des Naïs annamites,” ultimately indicates the 

growing and perceived depravity of these actions (5-6).19  However, despite this, such 

men do exist, as the narrator conveniently demonstrates in his pivot to Georges Querelle, 

whose brother is “l’amant de la patronne” of La Féria (13).20  As the narrator increasingly 

focuses his attentions on Querelle, the reader learns that the titular character’s intentions 

in Brest are first and foremost to seek this space out, not merely to find his brother, but 

because he is fascinated by the story of the proprietor and his game of die.   

Querelle, shortly after meeting Nono, the proprietor, loses (by design) the game of 

die.  When faced with latter’s insinuation that he has previously (and perhaps frequently) 

engaged in anal sex, Querelle angrily rejects the implications of Nono’s assertion that 

“c’est pas la première fois qu’tu t’fais fourrer,” telling him insistently that “moi j’te dis 

qu’c’est la première fois” (Genet 71).21  While it may or may not be the first time that he 

has been anally penetrated, it is certainly not his first experience with homosexual 

encounters, as is acknowledged to in reference to his past encounter with the 

                                                
17 “that guy, for a piece of ass, he’d do anything – he’d even play with Nono” (Hallo translation 6) 
18 “him, there, he went to La Féria to lose” (Ibid 6) 
19 In the official translation, Hallo renders this: “without cracking a joke and hooting like owls, the way 
they talk about ducks in China or weird Annamites” (Ibid 5).  Literally, Genet writes that “without having 
spoken of it except in witticisms, like they speak of the ducks of the Cho Lon or the flutes of Annam”. 
20 “the Madam’s lover” (Ibid 6) 
21 Hallo translates this colloquially as “Well, hell, it won’t be the first time…” and “ Listen, buddy, I’m 
telling you it’s the first time, all right” (71)	
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“Arménien”.22   In any case, Nono certainly does not believe his protestations, noting 

correctly that Querelle “cheated” in the game (71).  It is at this moment that the stakes of 

“claiming” homosexuality as an identity become clear.  Which is to say that doing so is at 

the very limits of the possible, flirting uncomfortably with the Lévinusian “face”.  While 

“faggot” exists as a social category – it must for Querelle and others to consistently use 

the term pejoratively – “no one” in this story is a faggot as Heathcote aptly quotes Genet.  

It is my contention that this is less because Querelle and others attempt to forgo the 

political than that it is because they are embodying the very uniform that Querelle has 

donned and best personifies, making their best use of the sea to “lancer [leur] arme alors 

qu’un de [leurs] pieds repose encore sur une plage océanienne si l’autre déroule son 

mouvement au-dessus des eaux vers Europe” (Genet 11).23  That is to say, rather bluntly, 

that the role of the sailor – and the seaport as a space more generally – allows Querelle 

and the other male characters of this text to both engage in same-sex sexual activity while 

disengaging from it as an identity.  Like the sea from which Querelle seemingly issues, 

the sailor displays one image outwardly while embodying another internally.  Though he 

may appear noble, he is a criminal; though he may appear physically beautiful, he is 

morally repugnant; and though he seems to come from a great distance away, he is 

fundamentally a creature of the earth and all its inherent properties.  Though he may 

outwardly deny same-sex desire, this is because doing so lies outside the realm of the 

possible within a context of socially normative containment of the subversive. 

                                                
22 Genet’s narrator explains that Querelle meets Joachim (“l’Arménien”) in Beirut, and that he went home 
with him, where he “pencha la tête décidant d’aller au-devant du premier baiser qu’il recevait d’un 
homme…[il] écrasa violemment sa bouche sur celle de l’Arménien.  Il le serra très fort dans ses bras. (239). 
23 “to strike while one of his feet is still resting upon a beach in Oceania and the other propelling him across 
the waters toward Europe” (Ibid 4) 
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The space between these two persistently shifting points speaks to just the fears 

that the text proposes by linking homosexuality to crime.  As an “invisible” minority 

status, homosexuality, almost like ideologies such as communism, is necessarily 

subversive, outside a moral framework that demands visible accountability and 

disclosure.  As such, by choosing for his protagonist to reject the label of “faggot” or 

“homosexual”, Genet does not abjure identity politics, but instead creates a system of 

explicit understanding regarding the non-normative: namely, it is understood to be 

undesirable and more than that, it is dangerous, threatening to undermine the carefully re-

constructed social order.  Like the “commie panic” that Cornwall writes about, this 

homopanic speaks to subversive attempts to undermine a carefully constructed system of 

global interdependency.  Significantly, the air of Genet’s metaphorical (but also literal) 

sea serves as a pretext for perfidious ideas and actions that systems of social imbrication 

work to contain – lacking a visible target, this is done through the ascription of pejorative 

labels indicating moral condemnation. 

Pejorative terms such as “faggot” are thus used consistently throughout Querelle 

to designate men that engage sexually or romantically with other men, despite the fact 

that all but one rejects this identity.  Even Querelle’s twin brother, Robert, refers to him 

as a “sale enculé” in the course of a fight (Genet 121).24  Robert’s mistress, Madame 

Lysiane, also uses the term, noting that such men are “honnis” to her and that “leur 

évocation dans le bordel serait comparable à l’évocation du Satan dans le chœur d’une 

basilique” (217).25  Gil Turko, another character to whom Querelle is linked, rails against 

homosexuals as he kills a former suitor and co-worker, Théo (111).  Such is the force 

                                                
24 “dirty faggot” (Ibid 121) 
25 “shameful…To mention them in this brothel was comparable to the evocation of Satan in the choir of a 
basilica.” (Ibid 217)	
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with which such terms both indicate and constrain that even Lieutenant Seblon is unable 

to resist, in the course of an encounter with the police investigating Vic’s murder; even he 

realizes that to fail to engage in this practice would constitute a form of legal and social 

self-incrimination within the context of larger systems (91-92).  As Eribon notes, the 

deployment of such pejoratives – or the threat of them, looming on the “horizon” – 

constitutes a moment when “a person is letting me know that he or she has something on 

me, power over me.  First and foremost, the power to hurt me” (Eribon 16).  Resistance 

to this constitutes in some sense an act of self-preservation – both defensively and 

offensively. 

It is in this sense that Querelle’s encounter with Nono, where he denies that which 

would “earn” him the appellation and in which he seeks out an encounter with the 

proprietor of La Féria that he describes as a form of “exécution capitale,” is of particular 

note (Genet 71),26 suggesting as it does that being sodomized is a necessary form of 

penance for his crimes. This is interesting not only for the fact that it implies that 

Querelle feels guilt – given the larger arc of his character, this seems particularly unlikely 

– but also for the implication that redemption is a through pain is morally requisite.  

Given the improbability of this, the particular context in which Querelle comes to submit 

to Nono – by fixing the die – necessarily poses the question as to the extent to which 

Querelle uses the options available to him to create the conditions in which he is able to 

explore a “queer identity” sexually without having to ascribe to adopt that identity 

publicly.  As Michael Warner writes in an early version of the introduction to Fear of a 

Queer Planet, every queer must invariably “perform a kind of practical social reflection 

just in finding ways of being queer in the world” (Warner 6, emphasis mine).  He then 
                                                
26 “capital punishment” (Ibid 68) 
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goes on to assert that many will instead go on to “invest the better parts of their lives to 

avoid such a self-understanding and the social reflection” that would necessarily 

accompany it (6), which is how many scholars – Heathcote amongst them – would 

characterize Genet, the characters of Querelle, and most particularly, Querelle himself.  

In this sense, on a fundamental level the idea of being queer as a publicly visible identity 

not only carries the implicit assumption that being so is possible, but that it is an identity 

that one could choose.   

However, “queer” is not solely about how one chooses to self-identify, but is a 

label ascribed externally; it is a label conferred from an external source to inscribe 

meaning to a particular mode of life in association with a particular set of sexual practices 

that have meaning in the social world (Eribon 56).  While some scholars have 

demonstrated how acts and identity have been cleaved in earlier periods through legal 

and linguistic means,27 the association between sexual act and social identity had already 

become, by the post-war period, relatively concrete in the popular conception – the link 

between homosexual sex and homosexual identity, while still tenuous as a matter of 

absolute fact, had already been otherwise concretized – and problematized.  Unlike in 

Warner’s contention, “finding ways of being queer in the world” was not for this period a 

matter of personal meaning-making, but rather of social co-existence.  

Relatively early in the novel, Querelle attempts to distinguish himself from the 

gay “insult”, or what Eribon notes as being “verbal aggression that stay[s] in the mind” 

and “shape[s] the relation one has to others and to the world and thereby shape the 

                                                
27 One notable example of this, roughly approximated, can be found in Patrick O’Malley’s “Epistemology 
of the Cloister”, in which he argues that the law created a division between performing Catholicism and 
actually being Catholic, which was “defined exclusively by function rather than belief or essential identity” 
(540, emphasis mine).   
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personality, the subjectivity, the very being of the individual in question” (Eribon 15).  In 

an early interaction between Querelle and his supervisor, Lieutenant Seblon, Genet’s 

narrator informs the reader that Querelle “méprisa l’officier,” who he internally calls a 

“pédé” (Genet 89).28  However, the very use of the term inspires introspection for 

Querelle, ultimately complicating his persistent assertions of normative sexual desire.  In 

using the term to describe Lieutenant Seblon, he is driven to consider himself in relation 

to it: “Pédé, qu’est-ce que c’est ?” he wonders.29  Moving toward an answer to his 

question – “C’est un enculé ?” he asks himself.30  Thinking it over, he slowly and sadly 

comes to the conclusion that “Moi aussi, j’suis un enculé” (89).31  Despite this 

conclusion, he does not refrain from using the term and those similar to it to describe 

others pejoratively, once referring to Gil and Roger as “les deux mômes” (24)32 to a 

fellow sailor.  In order to overcome the “vague torpeur”33 that accompanies this creeping 

realization (89), Querelle invariably denies this conclusion publicly: Before submitting to 

anal sex with Mario, Querelle takes great pains to tell him that he is not “une 

lope…J’aime les filles” (Genet 195).34  In so doing, much like the narrator describes in 

the opening salvo of the text, Querelle manages to keep “un de ses pieds repos[é] encore 

sur une plage océanienne…[avec] l’autre déroul[ant] son mouvement au-dessus des eaux 

vers Europe,” privately indulging in a form of sexual deviancy while publicly presenting 

an image conforming to the moral requirements of his surrounding cultural milieu.  His 

                                                
28 “despised the officer,” who he internally calls a “faggot” (Hallo translation 88) 
29 “Faggot, what’s a faggot?” (Ibid) 
30 “One who lets other guys screw him in the ass.” (Ibid) Literally, “is it one who lets other guys screw him 
in the ass?” 
31 “Me, I’m one too” (Ibid)	
32 Hallo translates this as “a pair of fuckin’ faggots” (Ibid 16).  More literally, it can be read as “those two 
little girls” or “two little brats”. 
33	“the vague feeling of torpor” (Ibid 88, emphasis mine)	
34 I am “not a faggot.  I like girls” (Ibid 202) 
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use of terms such as “pédé” and “môme” works to reinforce stigmatic patterns of 

containment not only of the subversive sexualities of others – as a manifestation of a 

conservative cultural ethos – but also of his own.  In adopting the language of 

containment, referring to other men as “faggots,”35 Querelle is able to devalorize and 

subsequently contain those portions of himself.  In straddling this division, he parlays 

supposedly submissive anal sex – and transitively, capital accumulation – into a form of 

“exécution capitale”, ultimately performing what Geir Uvsløkk argues is a kind of 

“purification” that is typical of Genet’s criminal protagonists; “puisque le châtiment est 

voulu, c’est le criminel qui se châtie lui-même.  Ainsi, il se purifie, et redevient chaste, 

sans pour autant rentrer dans la bonne vie” (Uvsløkk 35, emphasis mine).36  It is this 

“châtiment voulu” that permits Querelle to give himself the air of penance, while in fact 

merely using a situation to pursue an action that still ultimately undermines “la bonne 

vie”. 

Thus, despite the rejection of homosexual as an identity writ large, and its 

seeming expression of what some might conceive of as shame in pursuing an “exécution 

capitale”, Querelle engages in it as a form of what I might tentatively call a “mitigated” 

queer sexuality.  That is to say that Querelle uses crime as pretext, and in so doing, 

ultimately demonstrates a characteristic form of Genet’s fetishization of betrayal.  The 

active engagement in criminal proceedings is visually – if not actually – undermined by 

“passive” sexual engagement.  As Hector Kollias argues, the passive position that 

Querelle occupies vis-à-vis Nono (and later Mario) is in many ways deceptively 

“powerless” in its presentation, but actually represents a form of “the ultimate power, the 

                                                
35 In the original, French text, he uses the terms “pédé”, “pédéraste”, and “tantouze”, amongst others. 
36 “…since the punishment is desired, it is the criminal that punishes himself.  Thus, he purifies himself, 
becoming chaste once again, but without actually re-entering polite society” (translation mine). 
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power to betray the very power structure that wants them powerless” (Kollias 486, 

emphasis mine).  Not only does Querelle engage in and perpetuate the dominant 

conservative dialogue of normative sexuality, but as Uvsløkk argues, he actually seeks 

the containment – the punishment – that accompanies expressions of it.  Doing so permits 

the commission of crime with a built-in form of “contrition”, as well as an abdication of a 

dominant social order.  His participation is not, as Warner might argue, an attempt to 

perpetually deny any particularly “true” identity; nor, as far as Heathcote is concerned, is 

it a successful attempt to “bypass” the question altogether.  Rather it is a movement 

toward undermining it, to betray the questioner and the address that he performs.  As 

Kollias argues, in his participation in anal sex, and particular in being the passive partner 

in anal copulation, Querelle, despite his masculine, macho qualities, perversely reclaims a 

traditionally “weak” position as a source of power, effectively undermining the 

masculinity of both Nono and Mario.  While Querelle is uneffected affectively through 

this act of “exécution capitale”, Mario and Nono have no obvious contrition to seek.   

Ultimately, despite taking the active role in their sexual relations with Querelle, Mario 

and Nono are rendered transitively feminized by their association with him.  In Querelle’s 

presence, they are weakened or reduced – in some sense, by proximity to Querelle, they 

bind themselves to the very threat of the insult, whereas Querelle frees himself from its 

power by abjuring or reformulating the terms of address. 

In outwardly denying the label of homosexual, Querelle ultimately embodies the 

“ethic of betrayal”.  Not only does he perform the “immoral” action, but as such a 

movement indicates, he does so in such a way as to subvert a more common post-war 

preoccupation: making money.  Virtually all of Querelle’s sexual encounters have some 
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commercial component.  With Nono, it is the sale of opium, with Mario it is common 

patronage in a brothel, with the Armenian that precedes the story, the narrator recounts 

that he steals jewels and money.  This is also true of other characters in the text that 

engage in some form of same-sex sexuality, whether copulated or not.  Gil, for instance, 

is “groomed” by Théo, who continually “l’entoura de prévenances, d’amabilités dont 

quelques-unes furent des chefs-d’œuvre de délicatesse” (Genet 46-47).37    More to the 

point, he also bought Gil “des verres de vin blanc gommé dans les bistros de 

Recouvrance” (47)38 to lower his inhibitions and buy good will. 

That such sexual indulgences are tinged by monetary thematics seems to 

particularly underscore this narrative of containment.  All of the sexual encounters - 

concluded, intended, or alluded to – carry some level of (illicit) economic association that 

seems to necessarily accord context and validation.  As Cornwall and Escoffier note, 

these encounters take place in the context of economic activity that is either on the 

margins of legality or clearly outside of it.  Not only does the act of accumulation or 

exchange seem to almost “purify” the act (that in turn “purified” the original crime), but 

the economic component of such encounters underscores Escoffier’s point that same-sex 

sexual activity was largely underground during this period and frequently associated with 

organized crime, problematizing homosexuality not just in terms of extra-juridical power, 

but in terms of larger economic systems (Escoffier 127).  The labeling that Eribon speaks 

about, for instance, has very real economic implications in terms of the ability to “be 

queer”, at least in action, which clearly depended on economic mobility.  Thus not only is 

Genet’s association between illicit economic activity and deviant sexual behavior not 

                                                
37 “showered him with his attentions, favors which sometimes were real masterpieces of subtlety” (Hallo 
translation 42) 
38 “glasses of the syrupy white wine in the bistros of Recouvrance” (Ibid) 
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accidental, but rather, it actually builds on the power that Querelle takes through his 

sexual passivity – in overcoming the barriers of economic containment, Querelle stakes 

out a form of power in the stigmatized.  In arguing that “the passive role…thus portrayed 

by Genet, in an inversion typical of him, [i]s the powerful one” (Kollias 486),  Kollias is 

writing more specifically in situational terms, particularly in reference to Leo Bersani’s 

argument that for Genet “‘betrayal is an ethical necessity’” ([quoting Bersani] 486).  

However, within a system that pervasively contains and works to disempower those that 

participate in non-normative acts or ascribe to non-normative identities, it is notable that 

those that take the passive role sexually can also translate into an opportunity for 

comparative material gain. 

Being that the post-war period is marked as being one of unparalleled economic 

expansion – a trend which began in earnest in the course of Genet’s writing Querelle – it 

makes sense on some level that Querelle in particular is notable in this respect. Though 

some, such as Gene Plunka would argue otherwise, asserting that his crimes have little to 

do with accumulation – that “Vic is not murdered for profit” (Plunka 109) – the narrator 

makes remarks to the extent that Querelle actually does profit from his crimes and, 

moreover, he is conscious of doing so.  In a larger detailing of Querelle’s thoughts and 

personal history, the narrator recounts that Querelle derives a “bénéfice matériel” from all 

of “ses meurtres” in addition to less tangible, but nonetheless physical objects 

De chacune de ces victimes…quelque chose d’un peu sale: une chemise, un 

soutien-gorge, des lacets de chaussure, un mouchoir, objets constituant autant de 

preuves contre ses alibis et risquant de le perdre.  Ces indices étaient les signes 
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originels de sa splendeur, de sa réussite.  Ils étaient les détails honteux qui sont la 

base de toute lumineuse mais incertaine apparence (Genet 23).39 

More specifically, in the murder that both proceeds and haunts the narrative, Genet’s 

narrator recounts that “Lors du meurtre de l’Arménien, Querelle avait dévalisé le cadavre.  

Ici est rare que ne se détache de l’idée et de l’acte de meurtre…du pillage” (Genet 205).40  

In any case, the association between sexual(ized) activity and profit is readily apparent in 

Querelle’s first explicit sexual encounter presented in the text.  Upon arriving in Brest, 

Querelle enters into an agreement with Nono to sell “six kilos d’opium,” for an amount 

that he at one point feels is “trop bon marché” but that “de se faire potes dans le coin” 

will be important to the future of his enterprise (42).41  While it at first seems as if he 

wants “se faire potes dans le coin” in order to initiate a drug smuggling operation, once 

accomplished, the centrality of the sale of the opium quickly declines and the drug trade 

ceases to become a notable theme in the text.  After his game of die with Nono, sexual 

submission serves as a substitution for the opium as the recurrent textual affair. 

This illicit enterprise constitutes a form of double-speak, demonstrating as Maria 

Paganini argues, that “les hommes [incarcérés] éprouvent le besoin de se situer par 

rapport aux institutions et produisent les textes complexes, touffus, où langage religieux, 

                                                
39 “material benefits…from his murders…From each one of his victims…something a little dirty: a slip, a 
bra, shoelaces, a handkerchief – objects sufficient to disprove his alibis and to condemn him.  These relics 
were firsthand evidence of his splendor, of his triumphs.  They were the shameful details, upon which all 
luminous but uncertain appearances rest” (Ibid 15). 
40 “Ever since he slew the Armenian, Querelle had always cleaned out the corpses.  It is rare not to find the 
idea of robbery following the idea and the act of murder” (Ibid 211).	
41 Using the Hallo translation, he sells “six kilos of opium” which he thinks is “too cheap”, but reasons that 
“it was important to get business off to a good start” (36).  Also, N.B., there is some discrepency within the 
text as to the actual amount of opium sold.  It is elsewhere referred to as "two kilos of opium" (Hallo 
translation 16) and as "five kilos" (28). 
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juridique, économique, entre autres évoluent de concert” (Paganini 40).42  That is to say, 

that male authors with a history of incarceration, such as Genet, use the language of 

systems to reveal a multiplicity of meaning and that such “juxtaposition de langages 

différents n’est certes pas innocente” (41),43 but instead carries both double meaning and 

double purpose.  While it is easy to immediately interpret Vic’s murder as an attempt to 

cut out a co-operant, the sexualized tone of the murder as well as Querelle’s 

unwillingness to listen to the declaration by the “Président…[du cour d’]Assises” of this 

motive undermines this interpretation as a final conclusion (Genet 67-68).44  Not only 

does Querelle disarm Vic by engaging in homosexual sex-talk, responding to Vic’s 

question as to whether “si on te…proposait [les rapports anaux], t’accepterais toi?” by 

arguing “pourquoi pas, si j’en ai envie.  J’ai fait pire que ça” (Genet 62),45 but rather goes 

on to call him “une jolie p’tite chatte” and tells him that “si tu y tirais la bitte comme tu 

tires su la pipouze, i’s’irait joliment joyeux”46 (63), before ultimately penetrating his 

throat with a knife, “trancha[nt] la carotide au matelot” (64).47  In forging this link 

between sex, crime, and pecuniary interests, Querelle is reminded of another, similarly 

violent murder committed in Beirut, thinking back to “la chambre où s’était commis le 

meurtre de l’Arménien, que le geste de Vic recréait” (64).48  Though certain scholars like 

Plunka may understandably take Genet’s narrator less than seriously in regards to his 
                                                
42 “…incarcerated men feel the need to situate themselves in relation to institutions and produce dense, 
complex texts where religious, juridical, and economic language (among others) evolve in concert” 
(translation mine). 
43 “juxtaposition of different languages is certainly not innocent” (translation mine).	
44 “Presiding Judge…[of the] Criminal Court” (Hallo translation 64-65). 
45 “if someone proposed [anal sex] to [him], would [he] say ‘sure, go ahead’?” by arguing “why not, if I felt 
like it.  I’ve done worse things than that” (Ibid 60). 
46 Contextually, from the Hallo translation: “a sweet little kitten” and tells him that he “could suck his prick 
as hard as [he’s] pulling on the old coffin nail”.  The meaning of “chatte” in the original text can be best 
interpreted as “pussy” meaning either “kitten” or “vagina” (Ibid 60). 
47 “sever[ing] the sailor’s carotid artery” (Ibid 61) 
48 “the bedchamber in which the Armenian had been murdered – whose image Vic’s gesture now recreated 
in Querelle’s memory” (Ibid)	
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profit-motive, it is nonetheless undeniable that this murder has a double meaning for 

Querelle.  While he profits materially from this experience – as he does all of his crimes – 

it is above all a sexual experience for him; it is bound in the “exécution capitale” of the 

sexual passivity that will follow.  Crime, particularly crime that includes profit, serves to 

undercut the traditional association of homosexuality to illegality.  Not by refuting it 

(which it obviously does not), but by emboldening it, by making it not a source of shame, 

but an emblem of social and economic subversion. 

Ultimately, as Kollias reminds us, the Armenian, along with Lieutenant Seblon, is 

one of the only two “avowed homosexuals” in the text (Kollias 481).  The memory that 

thus boils up during this event is, as Paganini has noted, not likely to be a coincidence, 

but intentional and purposeful – it creates a conscious link between violent crime and 

sexual deviancy (while also floating a specter of liquid assets).  The Armenian occurs 

sporadically throughout the text – always in reference to sex, money or jewels, or murder, 

and serves to link these from a relatively early point in the text.  His inclusion here 

demonstrates the manner in which each of these things is interrelated, and in the same 

vein, that Querelle has encountered both the Armenian and Vic in the course of his 

military engagements is also probably not incidental.  Not only is this perhaps because of 

the hyper-masculine fetishization that Genet puts forth (as well as his own life 

experience), but also in relation to a form of confinement.  The facile linguistic ascription 

of terms such as “faggot” pushes those such as Querelle to “overcompensate” in terms of 

masculinity.  Not only does such language thus work to actually create a population to 

contain – to thus create a population which can receive and hold onto the stressors of 

society writ large – but also serves to oddly reinforce the notion of the nation state, as it 
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participates in global enterprises.  At the same time, such containment – for Querelle a 

literal banishment to the seas – has important economic implications, which are 

“relieved” in the context of his criminal exploits and sexual deviancy, and ultimately 

point to a greater system of social mores. 

The conflation of sexuality, criminality, economics, and morality in Genet’s text 

demonstrate the landscape facing queer men in the West during the post-war period.  As 

influential as Genet’s texts were in France, they made a similarly notable impact on 

American authors, such as John Rechy, by virtue of their publication by Grove Press, 

seeking to explicitly push at institutional conservatism through the publication of “vulgar 

modernis[t]” works (Glass 123).  Barney Rosset’s idea that such texts as Genet’s 

Querelle de Brest, might succeed in this endeavor was predicated upon the idea that “the 

testimony of academic experts” (122) would bolster the perception of the texts’ 

“redeeming social value” (124).  “Depending on modernism’s reputation for difficulty 

and complexity,” Grove Press’ publication strategy sought to push the boundaries of 

censorship and public decorum (122); Genet’s texts – Querelle principal among them – 

demonstrate not only a profoundly subversive element, but also an important instructional 

one.  While Genet in some sense revives a long-held stereotype of the homosexual as 

criminal, he does so in a unique way that would come to have implications for gay and 

lesbian literature during this period, as Grove Press increasingly led the vanguarcd of 

interest in and attention to their narratives. 

In sum, the containment exhibited in Querelle is one that will be revived 

throughout the period, on both sides of the Atlantic.  Driven both by fear and by stigma, 

and represented linguistically, the containment of homosexual men within tightly 
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delineated social and economic spaces had important implications in the development of 

a gay male self-conception – not only, as Escoffier and Cornwall have noted, did 

homosexual men gather on the margins of society in marginally legal (or even totally 

illegal) establishments, but they also made economic choices based on this containment 

that ultimately reflect larger societal-level compulsions and trends.  As Querelle 

demonstrates, these economic choices were not entirely limited in scope, but were as a 

form of social deliberation (or “betrayal” for the Bersanian) against an increasingly 

conservative cultural direction.  To some extent, the conflation of homosexuality with 

criminality is not only derivative of legal actions (homosexuals are not foremost 

criminals because of their sexual inclinations), but of larger movements against social 

containment (homosexuals engage in criminal behavior that is ancillary to their sexual 

“deviancy”). 

As the 1950s progressed, Querelle ultimately provided a template and a roadmap 

for more explicit texts.  While Querelle demonstrates a certain form of transitive 

association, as Paganini has noted, later authors of the 1960s would favor much more 

explicit explorations of the relationship between homosexuality and criminality, and 

between economic agency and morally sanctioned actions in the public sphere.  While it 

is easy to see Querelle as “bad” or even “evil”, it bears examining the social context of 

the period as well as the impact that it would have on the years to come, both in France 

and, crucially as one of the world’s two economic superpowers, in the United States, as 

well as the influence it would come to have on the moral perspective of queer life in the 

middle of the twentieth century.  
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What Money Can Buy: 

Accounting for the Self Monetarily in John Rechy’s City of Night 

 

 Post-war cultural conservatism became increasingly subject to social unrest by the 

late 1960s.  At the end of an already turbulent decade, protests erupted around the world 

in response to almost impenetrably rigid social, economic, and political systems.  The 

culmination of this unrest – politically speaking – arrived in 1968, when in cities as far 

flung as Paris, New York, and Mexico City, students and workers took to the streets to 

protest components of a global system that ceased to deliver on the promises of postwar 

economic progress to which Western nations had grown recently accustomed.  The 

relative social passivity that accompanied the period of rapid economic expansion from 

the late 1940s throughout the 1950s began to falter as global populations became 

increasingly less content to trade economic prosperity for social stasis.  Although still 

profoundly linked to the prosperity of the earlier post-war years, the 1960s ushered in a 

series of turbulent events that would alter the conceptual landscape upon which Western 

societies centered themselves, as ideological conflicts came to a head in such notable 

crises as the Cold War, the American Civil Rights and global decolonization movements, 

the 1968 protests, and ultimately the Stonewall Riots. Each of these represented a stage in 

a period of active resistance against conservative norms that proved characteristic of the 

post-war social order.  Beginning in the early 1960s, these various nascent social 

movements pushed against the politics of containment that followed the social and 

militaristic upheaval of the Second World War.  In rejecting a continuation of 

conservative homogeneity, the 1960s represented a turning point in post-war social 
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dynamics.  As the world lurched toward newfound conflict, a sense of individual and 

collective “accounting” became imperative. 

 The poking – and eventual fraying – of this social fabric, represents, as Judith 

Butler writes, a moment of moral deliberation, in which each of us accepts that we are 

“implicated in a social temporality that exceeds its own capacity for narration” (Giving 

8).  Becoming aware of ourselves and our relationships to others and the systems to 

which we are conjointly imbricated forces us not only to think of the obligations to which 

we are beholden, but also of “the conditions of [our own] emergence”; in order to 

question the validity of the structures or systems within which one operates, we must 

necessarily view ourselves within a framework of association, or more to the point, in 

terms of “the story of relation” (8).  Such a contemplation permits value assessments 

regarding our relationship to collective values (or norms) and more broadly to whether or 

not we are “at one with moral norms” (8, emphasis mine).  The context of these norms 

allows us to engage in an “operation of moral critique” pertaining to such systems and to 

ourselves within them (8).   

Much like the overarching systems that came into being following the Second 

World War – curious in and of themselves, being that many such events have previously 

happened (if on a less grand scale), and great powers have used them less for a de-

escalation of tensions than for confrontation (McMahon 5) – this moral critique is 

ultimately dependent on its generative context.  Citing Theodor Adorno, Butler argues 

that the conditions of moral critique – “when moral norms of behavior have ceased to be 

self-evident” (Giving 3) – form a typical response to a conservative collective ethos in its 

end stages through violent action (4-5).  Thus building from a comparative discussion of 
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Genet and the politics of containment beginning in the late 1940s, the linguistic hemming 

in characteristic of the earlier post-war years became progressively problematic in 

tandem with the expansion of economic fortunes.  Additionally, traditional social norms 

became increasingly threatened as larger groups of people experienced greater economic 

mobility; as the economic scale began to flatten somewhat across the Western world with 

an increasing accession to the middle class, disparities in social positionality became 

simultaneously clearer and ever more problematic.49  In particular, squaring particular 

socialities with social norms posed particularly thorny challenges as an expanding 

economic landscape led to a greater crossing of paths of diverse groups.  In recent years, 

this maladroit shift has been covered in AMC’s period piece Mad Men, which over its 

complete arc, confronted racial, gendered, religious and even sexual diversity 

problematics (to both a greater or lesser extent and a greater or lesser outcome).  More 

broadly (and in greater historical context), such records of social progress during this 

period can also be seen in contemporary literary works, such as those by the French 

author, Annie Ernaux.50  In effect, while the social, economic, and linguistic strictures 

that contained marginalized groups remained in the public domain during the early post-

war years, they slowly began to lessen as this prosperity reached steadily more significant 

portions of (inter)national populations. This shift is mirrored in the artistic and literary 

                                                
49 In Capital in the Twenty-First Century, Thomas Picketty writes that in the post-war era, “inherited wealth 
lost much of its importance” and that “for the first time in history, perhaps, work and study became the 
surest routes to the top” of the income scale (241).  While Picketty acknowledges that the concept of 
“middle class” is fuzzy at best (as a category, it is an ambiguous term, open to debate, to be sure), he argues 
that the economic shifts that happened at this time precipitated a growth in the Western middle class from 
essentially negligible at the turn of the twentieth century, to being estimable at roughly 40% of the total 
population in North America and Western Europe (see chapter 7, Inequality and Concentration: 
Preliminary Bearings for a full discussion on this). 
50 Ernaux first achieved critical acclaim in France in the 1970s for her work Les Armoires vides. La Place, 
for which she went on to earn the Prix Renaudot in 1984, chronicled her childhood, and more broadly, her 
parents’ accession to the middle class.  It views this accession within the context of her own socio-
economic shift to the French bourgeoisie. 
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register, as many of those who ran counter to prevailing social norms, such as the 

beatniks Allen Ginsburg and Jack Kerouac, reached prominence and acclaim for 

controversial publications during this time. 

 At the heart of these controversial publications once again lies Grove Press, who 

also published not only translations of Genet’s works, but also the works of those such as 

John Rechy.  An early forerunner of the American branch of this fraternity of Western 

cultural dissidents, Grove Press published Rechy’s City of Night in 1963.  Controversial 

at the time of its initial publication, Rechy’s first novel – a semi-autobiographical work 

based in the author’s sexual escapades at the end of the 1950s – reached critical acclaim 

shortly after being published.  Concerned about the reception that his text would receive, 

Rechy insisted that Grove not market it as a “homosexual” novel, lest it not be taken 

seriously.  Loren Glass, quoting a letter that Rechy wrote to Grove “editor and translator” 

(Glass 19), Richard Seaver, presents evidence to the effect that the author found the idea 

of marketing the text as a “homosexual” one “much too explicit and restrictive” and of 

putting the word “‘homosexual’ on the jacket” that the word is “‘much too clinical’” 

([quoting Rechy] 126).  Rechy’s objections did not, of course, stop critics from reading it 

as such, with some, such as The New York Times’ Peter Buitenhuis, panning the text as 

lacking “literary value” and being written by “‘an inept writer with a number of 

mannerisms that should have been suppressed by an editor” ([quoting Buitenhuis] 126).  

The text, which explores a “contained” world of homosexual prostitution; a world in 

which even the inner dynamics work against its inhabitants, as they both engage in sexual 

activity for an exchange of cash while vehemently denying any form of associated sexual 

identity – drew attention for its “sociological value” (126).  It is this air of expository 
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chronicling that creates the divisory conditions that lend Rechy’s characters the ability to 

function in what Lawrence Birken calls a “sexuonomical” manner (Birken 238).  Not 

only was this division – the gap between hustler and score – the basis for the “queers and 

peers” dynamic put forward by contemporaneous legal scholar and sociologist, Albert 

Reiss, but also as Kevin Arnold argues, in quoting Leo Bersani, it worked to underscore 

the idea that “parody ‘is an erotic turn-off, and all gay men know this’” (Arnold [quoting 

Bersani] 126).  In a “sexuonomic” paradigm, this division, a performative struggle, is 

essential. 

 This performance – an effect of sociolinguistic containment – lies at the heart of 

this text.  Critics such as Stanton Hoffman, James Giles, and Ricardo Ortíz have 

highlighted the narcissistic performative tendencies of Rechy’s protagonists, and the 

narrator of City of Night is no exception to this schema.  The social positionality within 

such a sexonomy very pertinently underscores this performativity – Rechy’s narrator is 

not like his companions in the alleys, theatres, bars, and squares – he does not turn to 

prostitution out of necessity or lack of professional opportunity (while it may exist 

elsewhere within the text, Rechy’s narrator is not an example, so to speak, of Agamben’s 

principle of “bare life”).  In fact, not only is he naturally “masculine” (and thus blending 

into socially normative situations), but he is also college-educated, giving him access to 

(semi-)professional employment to which his fellow hustlers largely find unobtainable 

through either skill or initiative.  He periodically abandons the street to seek participation 

in the formal labor market.  However, each time that he leaves the “nightcity”, he is 

plagued by a sense of loss and longing that ultimately mandates a return to the streets.  In 

an era of unprecedented economic expansion, Rechy’s narrator spurns the increasingly 
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more traditional route of capital acquisition in order to participate in a marginalized 

shadow economy, based principally on image and performance, operating on the margins 

of society.  Given his access to the labor market – which not all of his companions have – 

this choice is notable.  This is especially true in light of the increasing moral and affective 

problematics that his character undergoes to and contemplates as the text develops.   

While neither Rechy nor many of his characters (almost all of whom, maintain a 

similar dissonance between act and identity as seen in Genet’s earlier fiction) can be 

properly labeled as “gay” in a liberatory sense, City of Night fundamentally questions the 

role of sexual actions within a greater context of self-conception.  As Butler argues, 

there is no ‘I’ that can fully stand apart from the social conditions of its 

emergence, no ‘I’ that is not implicated in a set of conditioning moral norms, 

which, being norms, have a social character that exceeds a purely personal or 

idiosyncratic meaning (7). 

And so, the self-conception – how Rechy’s narrator chooses to live, and more pointedly, 

present himself – is always already contingent on a set of social norms to which he is 

indelibly imbricated and which govern his participation in the social sphere.  No 

“account” of himself is able to escape such a framework, and any attempt to reconstitute 

one outside of this is necessarily futile.  Thus, as Rechy’s narrator progresses through the 

text, the sustainability and social responsibility of his actions begin to weigh upon him, 

particularly in light of his recurrent denials vis-à-vis his actions and how they dictate or 

relate to his broader social positionality. 

 Seen in light of the forces of containment demonstrative of earlier “queer” texts, 

Rechy’s narrator in City of Night is more particularly conflicted about his place and his 
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choices, which is part of the reason for which the text was prized as sociological, having 

“‘the unmistakable ring of candor and truth’” (Glass [quoting Buitenhuis] 126-127).  

While Rechy’s narrator valorizes the masculine and the macho as much as – if not more 

than – his literary predecessors, he also seems to be significantly more ill at ease with the 

larger implications that this valorization exerts on daily existence.  He is readily aware of 

the gap between his “hustler” image and his interior desires.  While Rechy’s narrator 

expresses a desire to be externally adored, desired, and wanted (420), he also recognizes 

on a fundamental level that this adoration is fleeting, much like the life of his childhood 

dog, Winnie, an image that recurs throughout the text in periods of moral or affective 

difficulty.  As the text progresses, alternating between personal, internal exposition, and 

impersonal, “sociological” observation, the narrator becomes increasingly preoccupied by 

a sense of moral integrality and durational meaning.  He comes to understand and even 

internalize the degree to which the world in which he has chosen to immerse himself will 

not be able to deliver on such a promise.  However, it is only by engagement in this world 

that such fulfillment remains, in any sense, a potentiality. 

 As demonstrated at critical junctures in the text, the engagement of Rechy’s 

narrator in  hustling is not merely a form of economic resignation.  Rechy’s narrator does 

not simply engage in prostitution because it is the only world to which he has access.  He 

is not, as Reiss would argue, reduced to these circumstances out of necessity, nor is he 

groomed into them.51  Rather, unlike other characters in the text, such as Miss Destiny, 

who comport themselves counter to the prevailing social order, or Chuck, too lazy and 

                                                
51 In “The Social Integration of Queers and Peers”, Albert Reiss reports on a series of interviews with 
incarcerated youths in Nashville, Tennessee.  In his findings, he reports that in practice what distinguishes 
the two is primarily the transactional role within a sexual context, as well as self-definition (102-103).  For 
those that fell within the “peers” category (hustlers), they often reporting being groomed into this role by 
fellow delinquents for the purposes of obtaining cash (103).  
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too unskilled to seek more gainful employment, Rechy’s narrator is both able and at 

times willing to seek out such opportunities.  In fact, it is the less savory components of 

street life that drive him to do so.  A critical mass of moral turpitude typically leads to 

such phases of moral and economic “cleansing”.  However, there remains the vexing 

question as to why he continually returns to the streets, a dynamic of which he, himself, 

only seems to have a vague understanding.  While he mentions in part that there is a 

longing deep within him that compels him to seek out subjects of “the manifestation of 

desire toward me” (Rechy 69), there also appears to be a deep-seated attempt to fill a gap 

left by the inconsistency of the father, in a psychoanalytic sense, as critics such as James 

Giles have argued (Giles 371), as well as an equally large, if rival (and yet not entirely 

incompatible) preoccupation with living “authentically” within a context of social 

possibility – a kind of accurately accounting for himself within a greater moral and social 

context.   

 For Rechy’s narrator – a man who has sex with men that lives in a world full of 

men who have sex with men, few of whom appear to consider themselves to be “queer” – 

what this ultimately means is somewhat ambiguous.  While there is a clear sense of social 

stigma surrounding “queer” as an identity, as evidenced by the continual police raids and 

the continual proscription against affective engagement amongst the hustlers, Rechy’s 

narrator does not seem to take quite the same stance toward those that clearly fit within 

this paradigm.  As the novel shifts geographically from Evanston to New York, Rechy’s 

narrator does not flinch when listening to a fellow YMCA boarder describe himself as 

“queer” (Rechy 32).  In this seeming indifference to both less masculine “queers” and 

“queens”, Rechy’s narrator neither condemns, nor, seemingly, entirely endorses them.  
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Instead, his exposure to this world and to those that inhabit it is invariably centered 

around money – on the liquid asset most characteristic of the post-war era.  Every 

encounter with queens and queers has some basis in the monetary, on the concept of 

fiscal quid pro quo.  Many – though by no means all – of the locations in which Rechy’s 

narrator meets other studs, queens, and scores, and in which sexual encounters are 

contracted, are illicit commercial establishments, such as gay bars, theatres, or hotels.  

Those locations that are not bound in illicit commercial exchange explicitly are 

nonetheless spaces in which the “unseeable” takes places in open sight – public squares, 

parks, or beaches, for instance – sparking a continued fear of external threat.  In Rechy’s 

City of Night, political, juridical, and linguistic containment come head-to-head with 

commercial exchange, and a nascent sense of personal authenticity. 

In Giving an Account of Oneself, Judith Butler details why this posturing, and 

forms of social containment more generally, are so problematic.  As a sphere of 

obligatory interdependency, the social realm initiates an address that requires that each of 

us accounts for ourselves – that we demonstrate who we are and in what capacity we 

operate.  We are, as Butler writes, forced to provide such an account, as “we are all 

interpellated as beings who are rendered accountable by a system of justice and 

punishment” (Giving 10).  This system of “justice and punishment” is at once literal and 

figurative.  While as City of Night demonstrates, just as non-normative behavior can be 

subjected to a system of legal monitoring, social proscriptions can carry similarly heavy 

weight.  More pointedly, in a larger exploration of social norms, Precarious Life, Butler 

explores the way in which we value particular lives over others, and how we alternately 

contain and ostracize certain populations based on this system of value.  In particular, she 
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forces a discussion regarding the limitations of our grief, predicated broadly on tribal 

affiliations,52 with the overarching implication being that bad things happen to everyone, 

but that there are some for whom bad is “normal”.  And this being the case, she asks 

whether we should care about those individual misfortunes, and perhaps more pointedly 

in the (overwhelmingly protestant) American context: If such people for whom bad is 

“normal” experience continual misfortunes, have they not done something to merit it?  

Do they not in some sense deserve it?   

Forms of containment experienced by many characters in Rechy’s novel would on 

some level indicate that social norms of the time did, in fact, largely support punitive 

initiatives for sexually non-normative behavior, particularly when it held a pecuniary 

benefit or was initiated covertly in a public space.  In these instances, social systems of 

accountability clearly regarded such measures as both necessary and desirable.  But more 

broadly in light of the social interpellation that such hypothetical questions pose, society 

both demands and proscribes in all cases that each of us gives an accurate account of 

oneself, including such “defects” as indicated under the law and in regards to social 

norms.  As has been noted, Rechy, in particular, despite the overt homosexual overtones 

of his work, has not been regarded historically as an especially liberatory writer during 

the earliest days of his career; he does not carve out a space for his narrator to account for 

                                                
52 I am thinking here, specifically, of her anecdote regarding obituaries published in newspapers, where she 
writes that a Palestinian-American “submitted…obituaries for two Palestinian families who had been killed 
by Israeli troops, only to be told that the obituaries could not be accepted without proof of death.  The staff 
of the [San Francisco] Chronicle said that statements ‘in memoriam’ could, however, be accepted, and so 
the obituaries were rewritten and resubmitted in the form of memorials…[which] were then rejected, with 
the explanation that the newspaper did not wish to offend anyone” (Precarious 35).  This is in contrast to 
“the brutal and terrible murder of the Wall Street Journal’s Daniel Pearl, [after which] several journalists 
started to write about themselves as working on the ‘front lines’ of the war…[he became] so familiar to me: 
he could be my brother or my cousin; he is so easily humanized” (37).  About the Palestinians, Butler asks, 
“Is it that these deaths are not considered to be real deaths, and that these lives are not grievable because 
they are Palestinians, or because they are victims of war” (35)? 
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himself as a “queer” in anything approximating a positive sense, nor does he attempt to 

properly normalize this form of experience.  He does not stake a claim of “gay pride” or 

propagate any clear or coherent agenda in sexuality-specific terms, other than perhaps a 

significantly more nuanced lens with which to view sexuality as a socially-specific 

vantage point.  Instead, Rechy’s work highlights the containment of the era and indicates 

a movement toward individual extraction from larger systems or paradigms.  Indeed, as 

his continued shirking of personal intimacy with other men demonstrates, he ultimately 

refuses a “queer” self-conception.  Rechy’s narrator depicts continued scenes of social 

violence and degradation against those that do, thus bringing life to the particular 

dualistic nature of ethical violence, highlighted in Butler’s discussion of Lévinas’ concept 

of the “face” (Precarious 132).  Moreover, his “sociological” fashion does much to 

emphasize the problematic that Butler so describes.   

In his attempt to mediate the distance between these two points, Rechy’s narrator 

focuses on capital accumulation; that is, he engages in prostitution for money.  In some 

sense, his sexual proclivities allow him access to a form of national or even global 

preoccupation, to which he would otherwise be denied access if he accepted a publicly 

“queer” self-conception.  Like Genet’s Querelle, Rechy’s narrator does not thus allow 

stigmatization of the sexual act to force him into passivity, but uses this position in order 

to benefit himself, however problematically.  To borrow Butler’s terminology, when 

faced with the “interpellation by a system of justice and punishment”, Rechy’s narrator 

uses this accumulation to make his account where he would otherwise not be able to do 

so.  For Rechy’s narrator, to accept a publicly queer identity would be to undermine this 

process.  As much as in the sense that Butler states that “moral questions not only emerge 
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in the context of social relations, but that the form these questions take changes according 

to context” (Giving 3), so too do the responses. 

As seen in each “movement” of the text, Rechy’s narrator confronts this address 

with both increasing frequency and intensity.  Early in the novel, in the effectively 

“eastern” regions of New York and Evanston, Rechy’s narrator instinctively understands 

something about the inauthenticity or inviability of his placement within this system and 

experiences discomfort at the prospect of finding himself within the confines of “‘bad 

conscience’” in which “the ‘I’ turns against itself” (Giving 9), engaging in self-

destructive or self-denying behaviors.  While visiting an Army friend in Evanston, 

Illinois, the narrator describes a longing observed in him by his friend, an “anarchic 

restlessness” that the narrator explains is symbolized by New York City (Rechy 29).  

Pulled between “the serenity of the lake and the soon-to-fade green of the scenery” of the 

Northwestern University campus and another “certain life…a kind of turbulence that that 

self [walking through campus] must attempt to find” (30), the narrator resolves to go to 

New York, despite his friend’s discouragement.  And so leaving Evanston for New York, 

the narrator installs himself in a YMCA with “incessantly running showers” (31), in 

which he quickly encounters the “certain life” that he seeks, as the “big hairy man” he 

meets there “made conversation with me; where am I from and what am I doing and am I 

working yet…and will I come to his room and he’ll buy hamburgers” (31).  Told by this 

man at the “Sloane House YMCA” to “play it dumb” if he ever hits “that 

scene…[in] Times Square” (because “they dig that”) (31-32, emphasis mine), the narrator 

early on decides to trade one form of inauthenticity for another, in the hopes that doing so 
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will deliver on a kind of promise that the City, which had become “a symbol of my 

liberated self” represents in his consciousness (30).   

Soon thereafter, what exactly “that scene” is becomes clear, as he first encounters 

the agent of interpellation – the police – in Times Square.  Admonished to leave Times 

Square and “go to the movies” (Rechy 33), he goes to the nearby Apollo Theatre, outside 

of which he encounters his first “score” or client.  This score, Ed King, is a man who 

attempts – unsuccessfully – to feign minimal interest in the narrator while as he goes 

about contracting for sex outside the theater.  Posturing, he tells the narrator “I’ll give 

you a ten, and I dont give a damn for you” (33).  He repeats similar proclamations in 

subsequent encounters with the narrator, telling him “Youre a nicelooking kid…not what 

I would call Handsome…but –umm—youll do…but kinda Sexy, maybe, if you like your 

type…maybe a little new—but Available” (35), later going so far as to try to 

communicate interest while also denigrating the narrator, telling him that “I—uh—kinda 

like you…but dont get no ideas…theres dozens just like you—all of you even get to look 

alike—pictures in a fuckedup album” (38-39).  Even though Ed is a professed 

“cocksucker” (34), he continually denigrates the narrator, performing a kind of 

conventionally normative (and socially permissible) machismo. 

This machismo is grounded not only in the linguistic, but in the monetary.  While 

the narrator must necessarily make himself “Available” to men like Ed King, the “scores” 

equally perform a kind of economic queerness, in which “studs” like the narrator benefit 

monetarily and in which “queers” exercise a kind of market regulatory function, 

determining what is valuable within the sexuonomic system of the “nightcity” 

underworld of the nation’s cities.  In a conservative social system that demands a kind of 
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Fordist conformity in the workplace – and, increasingly, outside of it – these sexuonomic 

spaces give queers a site of social power.  The trade in queer flesh permits not merely a 

context to sexually and socially “account for the self” but also the space in which queers 

are able to find and assert a kind of power not found outside of a sexually homogenous 

space.  Like elsewhere, in post-war queer spaces, cash is king. 

However, in buying access to a world of relation, it is not altogether infallible.  

After meeting twice, King and Rechy’s narrator agree to meet on the steps of a public 

library for a third time, between two lion statues.  Once he arrives, Rechy’s narrator 

enters the library and watches Ed through the window, ultimately deciding not to meet 

with him again.  Rechy’s narrator thus uses the library as a kind of symbolic shield upon 

realizing that Ed had become invested in him – not only monetarily, but affectively – 

observing from afar that he was trying “frantically…to look good” for him (40).  The 

visual depiction of distance between Ed and the narrator is interesting both to the extent 

that it speaks to the divergence between sexual acts and self-conception as it is to the 

extent that reading and education more generally have come to represent a form of 

economic and social opportunity that is out of step with the narrator’s “sexonomic” 

choices.  More globally, these two things work in concert to expose a fundamental 

problematic for the narrator, who flocks to the “nightcity” despite a relatively high level 

of educational attainment.  The awkward misalignment between these two things is 

further underscored in the following chapter, in which the narrator “learns graphically” 

that “to hustle the streets you had to play it almost-illiterate” (44).  Having gone home 

with a score, he 
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leafed through a novel by Colette.  The man rose, visibly angered.  “Do you read 

books?” he asked me sharply.  “Yes,” I answered.  “Then Im sorry, I dont want 

you anymore,” he said; “really masculine men dont read!”  Hurriedly, his 

sexfantasy evaporated, he gave me a few bucks.  Minutes later I saw him again on 

Times Square talking to another youngman…. (44) 

This scene is representative of the narrator’s larger fears, as he learns tangibly that were 

his scores to know that he reads – and even more so that he went to college – he would 

lose the unfettered admiration and lust that he desires; his embodiment of the masculine 

fantasy would fade, and his value as a hustler would decline correspondingly.  Not only 

would this decrease in value relative to his peers lessen his ability to support himself 

monetarily through prostitution, but it would also reduce his ability to obtain his desires, 

and conversely, if engagement is to be sustained, would necessarily flip his positionality 

in this “nightcity” from “peer” to “queer” under Reiss’ peer-queer dynamic of social 

organization.   

The language of queerness is thus not only bound in externality in the pejorative, 

but also in economic necessity; the narrator’s education indicates that this engagement is 

not “necessary” economically, thus continued engagement posits a sexual necessity that 

the narrator is loathe to confess.  Working the streets is generally for “fast” or “easy” 

money – it’s as much a strategy of accumulation as survival, despite the relatively bleak 

living conditions that accompany such work.  If we take, as Mary Wollstonecraft posits 

as early as the nineteenth century,53 that our actions reflect upon us in some capacity, 

                                                
53 In Original Stories for example Mary Wollstonecraft presents a series of children’s tales about the sisters 
Mary and Caroline, as she educates them as to how to feel (by which I mean both the appropriateness of 
particular feelings, as well as how to correctly parlay feeling into action in a social context).  In each of 
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then when not dictated by necessity – when it represents a skill mismatch, for example – 

participation in this “nightcity” as an economic choice thus represents a social action, or a 

form of accounting for the self, and more broadly a willingness to engage with a kind of 

structural violence against the self. 

The Colette incident aside, Rechy’s narrator is very well aware that his personal 

background places him at odds with other hustlers.  Several times during his New York 

adventures, he leaves the streets – “put[ting] down Times Square” (Rechy 41) – for 

formal employment.  His “pattern of guilt which would recur periodically” during his 

explorations of the “nightcity” (60) only serves to underscore the extent of his cognizance 

of the disparity in potential for monetary acquisition.  He hides this knowledge from his 

peers, as to fail to do so would be to undermine his presence in the streets – aside from 

lessening the hustler street value amongst the queers, a value predicated on a street-smart, 

book-dumb brand of machismo – but also the other hustlers would shun him for the same 

reasons.  As Reiss argues, hustling is only socially acceptable as an economic choice and 

lifestyle when it is contrary to the hustler’s primary sexual desire: “the first major norm 

[of the queer-peer relationship] is that a boy must undertake the relationship with a queer 

solely as a way of making money; sexual gratification cannot be actively sought as a goal 

in the relationship” (Reiss 112).  When sexual gratification enters the equation, or worse, 

when the hustler is unable to “remain affectively neutral” – this arrangement is drawn 

into question (115).   

Coming quickly after the narrator’s problematic interactions with Pete, in which, 

following the conclusion of a recurring mutual score with a man that the two refer to as 

                                                                                                                                            
these stories, she admonishes a bad behavior of one of the girls and instructs them about the moral failings 
of their actions, and how to overcome these failings by educating themselves as to their affects. 
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“Mom”, the two hustlers share a moment of intimacy, a moment in which the narrator 

“felt [Pete’s] hand, lightly, on mine…[before] clos[ing] over mine, tightly” (Rechy 66).  

The intimacy sparked by their recurring domestically-themed score and the incipient 

closeness between the two men sparks the realization for the narrator that he “had 

resolved to explore this world not with one person, but with many…there was something 

about someone getting too close to me” that was suffocating (66).  As if to underscore the 

peril here, in parting, Pete makes the effort to trivialize same-sex contact, telling the 

narrator that he has “a real tough score lined up today–hes worth Twenty” (67).   

The narrator is given the opportunity to confront this problematic in his 

interactions with a man that pays him to engage in a kind of self-revelation.  The death of 

the “Professor”, as he is called, precipitates a decision by Rechy’s narrator that the 

hustling life is no longer of interest or of value to him – the affective stakes have become 

too great relative to sexuonomic satisfaction; it no longer fulfills his wants or needs (at 

least, not for the present time) – and thus he once again leaves in order to obtain a 

position in the formal labor market.  After a summer spent in longer-term in similarly 

sexuonomic engagements in Vermont and on Long Island, he expresses a desire to 

“return to El Paso…determined that the money [he] would go home with would not be 

street money” (Rechy 102).  In so doing, he again spurns actual intimacy with other men 

– waxing poetic regarding “an acute sense of the incompleteness intrinsic in sharing 

another’s life” (103), and in so doing, further punts the identitarian question – an attempt 

to completely account for the self by participating fully in the process of moral 

deliberation – down the road to a further point in the text.  Additionally, he demonstrates 

the fundamental problematic of his positionality as a supposedly “straight” man; while 
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many other hustlers that the narrator interacts with in the text – like Chuck – are able to 

do this (relatively) unproblematically, separating themselves from the act, the narrator is 

not, thus undermining this assertion.  

Leaving New York, Rechy’s narrator makes the voyage across “America…[the] 

vast City of Night stretching gaudily from Times Square to Hollywood Boulevard” 

(Rechy 15).  Stopping first in his hometown of El Paso, he arrives first in Los Angeles 

and later in San Francisco, ushering in the “Western” movement of the text.  In both 

cities, the settings of the text’s second “movement”, this sense of deferral inaugurated in 

New York is reinforced at length.  Referring to California at the beginning of Part Two – 

and particularly to Southern California – as a “coffin…a giant sanatorium with flowers 

where people come to be cured of life itself in whatever way” (Rechy 109), it is 

immediately clear that not much will change with Rechy’s narrator; his cross-country 

displacement is less one of progress than of an endless deferral of individual meaning-

making, though whether he realizes this immediately is unclear.  Delivering on this 

promise, the portion of the novel that unfolds in California is particularly notable for the 

narrator’s encounters on the hustling scene and for the degree to which the narrator 

comes into his own as a hustler.  It is also here that the narrator’s shaken foundation vis-

à-vis this “nightcity” world – he is unable to steal from a client when he first arrives in 

Los Angeles – is once again exposed.   

While California may be like a “coffin” – a geographical space where things go to 

rest in death (even if still technically alive) – the narrator here demonstrates the affective 

component of this.  While San Francisco and Los Angeles may be sexuonomically 

“easier” than New York, they are also conducive to the development of dreams and more 
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pointedly, of illusions.  Like a deep sleep, both cities feed into a kind of American ideal 

of the promise of prosperity without necessarily delivering on this.  Unfortunately, as the 

narrator’s Western encounters (Miss Destiny, Chuck, etc.) demonstrate, these dreams are 

often unrealizable, as systems – language, economics, the law – work against those that 

pursue dreams in this stasis-ridden fantasy land. 

 If the eastern portions of Rechy’s novel exposed a certain kind of moral malaise, 

the western portions demonstrate the risks of attempting to address it in any real detail.  

As is clearly seen in Los Angeles, when the narrator recounts meeting Miss Destiny, a 

“queen”,54 who wishes to get “married” to a “stud,” but has a track record of being 

“busted…for masquerading” (Rechy 119).  Miss Destiny, despite her cultivated Southern 

accent, moved to Los Angeles from “northern Pennsylvania” (118).  In Los Angeles, she 

is a mainstay of the cruising scene, providing hustlers that catch her eye a place to stay, 

always in search of a “real” husband.  When she encounters the narrator for the first time, 

she explains her idealized wedding, recounting a conversation for him and Chuck, 

“‘–and Miss Thing said, ‘Miss Destiny dear, have a real wedding this time.’…A 

real wedding,” Miss Destiny signed wistfully.  “Like every young girl should 

have at least once….And when it happens oh it will be the most simpuhlee 

Fabulous wedding the Westcoast has evuh seen!  with oh the most beautiful 

queens as bridesmaids!  and the handsomest studs as ushers!....—and 

Me!...Me…in virgin-white…coming down a winding staircase…carrying a white 

bouquet!...and my family will be crying for joy….And there will be champagne!  

cake!  a real priest to puhfawm the Ceremony!—” (Rechy 122) 

                                                
54 To be painfully specific, the narrator explains, “She—he (Miss Destiny is a man)” (Rechy 118). 
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This fantasy of the perfect wedding is broadly representative of the problems facing the 

characters in the narrator’s California life.  Providing an account for oneself outside of 

normative prescriptions is foremost a fantasy – a fantasy that will always end in 

disappointment within the context of containment from a conservative collective ethos.  

While Miss Destiny’s rival, Pauline, later explains to the narrator that though she is 

rumored to have gotten her dream wedding, it is said to have gone poorly with Miss 

Destiny, though “she had her winding staircase…[she] stumbled on her train and ripped 

her veil and came face down” with the event being further marred by the arrival of the 

police, who “raided” the wedding, leading her to be “busted!—in the joint—again!—for 

masquerading” (146).  Those that seek fame seem to come to a similar fate – as Skipper’s 

story shows, his envelope of news clippings and the score that attempts to shame him for 

his (lack of) career success belies the risks of inauthenticity.  Only Lance O’Hara, of all 

the members of this community, who pursues wealth foremost, seems to benefit from this 

fantasmic indulgence. 

 As in Querelle de Brest, and in earlier portions of City of Night, it is not only the 

pursuit of wealth, but its possession that permits a certain access to fantasy and sexual 

indulgence.  The clients that patron Rechy’s narrator use cash reserves and resources for 

this express purpose.  The unnamed man “on vacation” (Rechy 270) that he meets on the 

beach, who has been seen there “every weekend” (267), makes use of his access to cash 

to explore a world forbidden for a married man with “a kid–a little boy” (271).  Well 

installed in a job that is obviously professional (that both awards paid vacation, as well as 

a sufficient income to enjoy it), he visits the beaches of Los Angeles, “leav[ing], 

com[ing] back” (271) in order “to make sure there was a whole world ready to welcome 
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me when I finally decided to join it” (272).  Uneasy with “The effeminate 

ones…shrieking on the beach” (278), he latches on to Rechy’s narrator’s masculine 

hustler performance.  Using cash, this unnamed man buys the narrator’s time – feeding 

him, housing him, providing him transport – as a means of testing out the “nightcity” 

world that speaks most directly to his sexual desires.  As he plunges deeper into this 

sexual underworld with the narrator’s help, he goes to a nightclub (“the Carnival” [279]), 

where he observes the homosexual life in more intimate quarters than on the beaches.  

The fantasy presented here – a sensual feast of 

Malehustlers, usually shirtless, coming here directly from the beach; with them an 

occasional toughfaced girl.  Scores….masculine homosexuals cruising each other; 

queens in semibeachdrag; lesbians—femme and bull types; even a few well-

dressed women, slumming with their well—dressed husbands or escorts—but, 

usually, knowingly slumming…[and] Ratty pushers…(279-280) 

places the unnamed man in a “jungle” of “sexsounds,” and creates a fantasy of sexual 

availability and conquest – all for the purchasing (280).  Confronted with a drag queen 

that is not content to merely be experienced, but acknowledged, the unnamed man’s 

fantasy crumbles.  More nightmare than fantasy, the drag queen’s address – with her 

“hat…passe[d] along the crowd, collecting money” demanding that men engage in a kind 

of “buying away [of] her scorching-eyed judgement…with [a] coin dropped into the 

feathered hat” (281) – shatters his fantasy.  Refusing to acknowledge her, “the only 

one…refusing – with that look – to accept her judgement and is therefore judging her” 

(281), he is uncomfortable, demanding that he and Rechy’s narrator leave, abandoning 
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his explorations, and recognizing the limits to not only his comfort, but what his cash can 

buy him – perhaps access, perhaps physical contact, but not the intimacy of his choosing. 

This disappointment with realizing a fantasy is relived by the narrator himself in 

his travels to San Francisco, as the intimacy that is inadmissibly desired both as a human 

need and as a response to social interpellation is frustrated as monetary accumulation and 

material acquisition eventually predominate, displacing any capacity for affective 

attachment.  In his dress-up sessions with Neil, the narrator is inaugurated to the 

leather/fetish scene, and made to explore fetish gear and perform displays of dominance 

and masculinity through BDSM.  Neil brags about the size of his “collection” and about 

the people that call “from Los Angeles—as far as Seattle—farther!—people wanting to 

meet me—just to talk to me, see my Collection” (Rechy 312).  Though Carl, his jilted 

former lover exposes the hypocrisy behind this fantasy that Neil has cultivated, teasing 

him regarding the ostentation and misguidedness of his predilections and of his appeals 

and justifications, admonishing him that “The Marquis de Sade and Masoch didnt even 

live at the same time.  Youve thrown history together for your own purposes” (314).   

This particular brand of accumulation, and the attendant performativity 

surrounding the objects of accumulation, feeds into the macho male culture that the 

narrator simultaneously both emulates and is horrified by and distorts any accurate self-

accounting; an accounting that lacks substance and fundamentally, authenticity.  Neil 

further perpetuates this distortion, proceeding to take his rhetorical commitment to his 

ideals to the extreme, murdering his cat for being too “weak” (Rechy 326), and making 

the narrator “feel violently sick” (326).  Mirroring the death of the narrator’s dog in his 

childhood, this death underscores the problem of the desire to perform masculinity and 
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vitality, both necessarily connected to monetary acquisition and more broadly to plausible 

participation within this “nightcity” world.  However, the narrator comes to recognize 

that this performativity is ultimately underpinned by a stunning loss of innocence and 

willful exercise of physical, affective, and moral brutality against the self. 

In pursuing their fantasmic ideals, both Miss Destiny and Neil do what the 

narrator does not – they engage in a form of moral critique relative to the normative 

conditions from which they have emerged.  Both characters represent an opening in an 

otherwise conservative social order in which – economic prosperity roughly achieved – 

other forms of social necessity come to the forefront.  And in this process, which 

presages the cultivation of morality, if the 

 ‘I’ is not at one with moral norms, this means only that the subject must 

deliberate upon these norms, and that part of deliberation will entail a critical 

understanding of social genesis and meaning.  In this sense, ethical deliberation is 

bound up with the operation of critique.  And critique finds that it cannot go 

forward without a consideration of how the deliberating subject might actually 

live or appropriate a set of norms (Giving 8). 

However, Rechy’s narrator, as indicated by the opening to the sections covering 

California, is not yet primed to engage in a similar venture and his actions regarding the 

prevailing moral norms are just as indicative of the “deliberating subject [that] might 

actually live or appropriate [or even violate] a set of norms” as are Miss Destiny and 

Neil.  Rechy’s narrator is still engrossed in the hustling world, finding some sense of 

fulfillment despite his sporadic ventures into the formal labor market, and this too is a 

result of an “ethical deliberation…bound up with the operation of critique.” 
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 The deferral that this deliberation represents is accompanied by an unyielding 

pursuit of adulation and self-commodification, leading the narrator to not entirely 

dissimilar ends, as to encounter heavy moral, affective, and philosophical questions about 

the nature of being and being authentically – of how he moves through the world and is 

seen in it.  In Michael Warner’s words, this pursuit of adulation and the financial 

imbrications associated with it – what could be considered the result of “the operation of 

critique” – constitutes Rechy’s narrator’s finding a “way of being queer in the world” 

(Warner 6).  The narrator’s continual oscillation between engagement and disengagement 

in “the world” – the “nightcity” – thus represents a fundamental unease in accepting a 

particular identity in publicly concrete terms.  While he seeks “liberation”, he 

understands that liberation and liberty are not synonymous.  His encounters with Miss 

Destiny and the others in the bars in Los Angeles, in particular, demonstrate a continued 

attempt to maintain a certain level of distance while inhabiting a perilous proximity that 

constitutes a kind of death or California “coffin”.  It is an endless deferral that draws his 

social responsibilities and his relationship to the external world into question.   

In the third, Southern “movement” of the text – New Orleans – this deferral is 

pointedly confronted, as the narrator is forced to address this “death” personally.  

Arriving for Mardi Gras, the narrator intends to make the best of the occasion to turn a 

large profit in a very short amount of time.  However unlike in New York or in 

California, in New Orleans, the narrator is no longer able to completely dodge questions 

of social positionality; he is no longer able to distantly “document” the pains of others, 

but is intimately drawn into this pain himself as those around him engage in self-

revelatory moments in the face of impending spiritual sacrifice and penance (i.e., Lent).  
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As in California, when the narrator arrives on the Gulf Coast, he continues his posturing 

in the form of the macho man hustler.  He partakes in the hustler scene, drinking heavily 

in the bars, indulging in recreational drug use, and making himself available to scores, 

once robbing several men of half of their collective money (Rechy 386).  By this point, 

he is deeply inured in the hustling scene and is presented with symbolic moments of 

completion, and in contrast to his earlier deferrals, he finds further moments of moral 

deliberation – not only for others but for himself.   

Not only does he encounter a mother who opens bars which though not 

“officially” gay are primarily patroned by gay men as an act of atonement for her earlier 

rejection of her own gay son (378-380), as well the affective cost of social containment in 

the form of the meltdown of a particularly notable drag queen in the face of encroaching 

slum tourism (400-402), but also – and most importantly – he has a breakdown of his 

very own within the very same bar, in which he admits drunkenly “At Les Deux Freres” 

to “two scores” that  

Im not at all the way you think I am.  Im not like you want me to be, the way I 

tried to look and act for you: not unconcerned, nor easygoing—not tough: no, not 

at all….No, Im not the way I pretended to be for you—and for others.  Like you, 

like everyone else, Im Scared, cold, cold terrified” (Rechy 414).   

He thus engages in an act of exposure, admitting a desire and a need for the Other as a 

means of self-constitution and meaning-making.  By exposing himself affectively to the 

two scores, the narrator takes a step toward “becoming human” (Giving 102). 

In the course of this public breakdown, he is overheard by a man named Jeremy, 

who invites him back to his room, where he attempts to coax the narrator into admitting 
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that it is difficult for him “to love back; not even wanting to feel anything—for one 

person” (420), and into finding some kind of affective redemption.  He calls on the 

narrator to leave the streets and move back to New York with him.  In so doing, he 

attempts to force the narrator into explaining himself – both what he wants, and more 

importantly who he is.  For the better part of this chapter – perhaps the text’s most 

significant – the narrator assiduously attempts to dodge.  As Jeremy pushes him, asking 

“Youve never loved anyone?” (421), whether “if I knew what you were really like…that 

I’d lose interest in you?” (423), and thus exposes what fundamentally problematizes the 

narrator’s use of monetary acquisition through prostitution as an excuse for “being a part 

of this alluring, defiant world without really joining it” (424) – the false pretense that he 

doesn’t need it except as a survival strategy.  Despite his continued assaults on the 

narrator’s “masquerade”, again in full force, the narrator ultimately recoils.  He does not 

merely refuse Jeremy’s advances and admonitions rhetorically, but also takes the money 

that Jeremy has left out for him, symbolically refuting “queer” as a sustainable identity 

within his immediate social context (445).  Not only does the narrator refuse to renounce 

the world of hustling, but he also refuses to accept the risk of social reprobation that 

doing so would place upon him. 

 While in this sense, it is easy to understand Kevin Arnold’s argument for an 

“identitarian” view in Rechy’s fiction, the relationship between narrator and sexual 

identity merits further examination in a specifically moral context, and particularly the 

economic form that this context takes, which Arnold and other critics mostly elide over.  

While it is clear that Rechy grapples with “gay” identity in his refusal to take Jeremy up 

on his offer, his continued attraction to the hustling life reveals an intrinsic inability to 
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return to normative living conditions.  The conclusion of City of Night clearly points 

toward a continued engagement in a kind of socio-sexual underworld, rather than a kind 

of “coming out” to the world in any late twentieth- or early twenty-first-century sense.  

The problematic that Rechy proposes is less one of individual or collective liberty than it 

is of navigating an existing structure of containment while also pursuing a kind of 

anarchical authenticity.  Rechy’s narrator refutes both an identity connected to sexual 

acts, but also refutes any prospect of normalization that such a renunciation would 

permit. 

 It is in this vein that Rechy’s City of Night thus represents an interesting 

intersection between sexuality, identity, and larger systems of social engagement, 

particularly in this case in an economic realm.  While some have put forth an idea in 

which this kind of behavior is clearly and obviously cleaved from identity, the doubts that 

the narrator puts forth in attempting to explain himself and his choices point to an 

underlying fear of being pinned down, and more than that, of being constrained.  On 

some level, Rechy’s narrator correctly draws a link between his sexual behavior or 

inclinations and external social perception.  While he comes to a fundamental 

understanding that his sexual activities are not and cannot be wholly distinct from his 

person and more globally from his way of being in the world, he also refuses any attempt 

to “account for himself” in a traditional sense, rather taking steps toward while 

nonetheless perpetuating a situation of endless deferral of “human”-ness.  There exists, 

then, a profound distance between the fraying of a larger social fabric – as indicated by 

his engagement in such activities – and the particular action and moment of his 

engagement, in which it seems as though it is not “quite right” for him. 
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 As compilations and studies such as Homo Economics have noted, there is scant 

real data on the homosexual economic decision-making in the middle of the twentieth 

century or earlier, and thus most information must be pieced together anecdotally, 

historically, and yes, even literarily, a project taken up in recent years by an increasing 

number of scholars of both literature and economics.  Rechy’s text, taken within this 

context, has important implications for how we are able to understand sexuality during 

this period and its impacts on individuals, societies, and economies.  What does economic 

participation require of us, particularly if we are queer or otherwise sexually non-

normative?  To what extent are economic participation and social presence related, more 

broadly?  And perhaps most importantly, what do such literary instances demonstrate 

about how the West has conceived of monetary acquisition as an identitarian force?  

What does this do in the way of accounting for the self, individually and collectively? 
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Conclusion 

Just as Grove Press’ publication tactics worked against a sense of conservative, 

social normativity, the sum total of the preceding chapters has, I hope, pushed against 

traditional interepretations of both Genet and Rechy as simply fetishistic of the 

masculinist or the performative.  Both, I hope, convey a new way of looking at what has 

developed into an ongoing discussion of both economics and morality in the post-war era.  

While queer studies has focused a great deal of attention on the way in which queer-

identified people have been oppressed or challenged within a social context, and has 

frequently been comparative in nature, rarely have such studies put questions of 

economics and morality into question in tandem, particularly within an internationalist 

context.  While this compilation is far from perfect, it is a movement toward a question of 

the role that capital plays in outlining and defining moral concepts in contemporary 

society in amultitude of different ways.  It is, in brief, an attempt at thinking about the 

confluence of two subjects that have traditionally been thought of as somewhat 

incompatible. 

 More broadly, rarely has such an effort at exploring the similitudes of Western 

cultures been as pertinent as it is today.  With the recent election of Donald J. Trump to 

the American presidency, the increasing ascendancy of Marine Le Pen and the Front 

National in France, as well as similar movements toward isolationism and protectionism 

across Europe and the Americas, the values that tie the West together are increasingly 

under pressure.  The social progress that has occurred on a wide range of issues since the 

Second World War, and most particularly since the 1990s – a progress that can be seen in 

its infancy during Grove Press’ heyday – has seen few challenges of this magnitude to 
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date.  Unless a conscious effort is made to both conserve this progress as well as to reflect 

on the common bonds that such progress has been both predicated upon and depends 

upon for its continuation, the steady reversal of social, political, and economic progress 

will only escalate; a phenomenon that Thomas Picketty’s work sadly indicates will, if left 

unchecked, only accelerate more severely with each passing year.  As both Rechy and 

Genet demonstrate, the effects of an increasingly conservative collective ethos have the 

potential to introduce moral hazard on a social level.  It is only by remaining vigilant and 

aware that we can apply the lessons of the past to the management of the present and to 

the preservation of the future. 

 In closing, despite these lofty goals, it is worth noting the weaknesses and 

limitations that this project presents, as well as potential opportunities for growth.  A 

truly comparative approach to such a discussion might, for example, have made a greater 

use of the literatures of the small group of nations that had similar patterns of economic 

expansion, none the least amongst them, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom.  

Additionally, a greater integration along thematic rather than textual lines might have 

given a fuller picture as to the extent to which such an interaction between capital, 

sexuality, and morality can be seen across state lines.  In any case, it is important to 

remember, as Barney Rosset has argued, that projects such as these are always about the 

“political, and social, point of view” (Glass 3). 
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